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THE OLD GOLD OF 1944

AT TEACHERS COLLEGE

All of which reminds T. C.-er that
we have a job to do here: to take advantage of every opportunity which
presents it elf. The boy who are away

So many letter have been written.
Addres es galore have been pas ed
around, renewing old friend hip and
making new one .

want us to forge ahead and keep things
gomg.

The vicinity of the mailboxe in the
Common i bu ier than the Cro roads
u ed to be - letter alway being
ripped open and read eagerly.

Keeping those letter gomg back and
forth i one of our important job . Do
thing , and tell the boy out there about
them . They have experiences, and tell
u - we progres , and tell them.

Letters can be pretty binding things.
They shorten the mile and keep up
the spirits and confidence of the
fellow who are coming back .
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The BIG. THR~~

I ntroducing our three fatinguished leaders, capable and under tanding,
doing a truly magnificent piece of war work. What a fine example of
cooperation is being hown us through the ymbolism of the three
familiar hats at the right! Commander Pettee own the cap with the
navy emblem. He is in command of the \'v'ave Yeoman Training School
here on the campus. The familiar Homburg belong to Pre ident Price,
friendly executive of a typical college at war. The army cap is owned
by Major Leonard, who has under hi command the 80th College
Training Detachment of the Army Air Force tationed here.

Deans
and
Officials

MISS SADIE B. CAMPBELL
is our Dean of Women. She
is the administrator for the
women' dormitory and offcampus hou ing units. The
successful orientation program carried on for newcomer is organized in the
dean's office. Committee and
problems without end find
prompt attention from the
dean.
L SLIE R. REED i the
Dean of Men. Although thi
year there i a war-time
shortage of men, Dean Reed'
duties are no le s numerous.
He supervises the men's housing unit and the orientation
of freshmen, and pon ors
Men's Union.

ADIE B. AMPBELL
Dean of \'v'omen

Dean of Men
LESLI I. REED

Dean of our college faculty
i DR. M. J.
ELSO . He
administer
and
u perv1ses
the policie of instruction as
formulated by the faculty
members. All regi tration
and cholar hip regulations
are administered through his
office.
BE JAMI BOARDMA ,
financial admini trator, rule
the bu ine office where college fund are handled. Mr.
Boardman and hi taff handle the payment of salarie ,
collection of room rent and
fee , and cashing of checks.
Every requi ition find its
course to the efficient worker of the busine s office.

MARTI J. EL 0
Dean of Faculty

BE JAMI T BOARDMA
Bu ine Manager

T

Re ponsible for making our
campu one of the most beautiful in the tate is ELDO
E. COLE, who superintends
the buildings and ground .
Clearing the walks of now,
trimming the bu he , and
supervi ing the heating and
lighting plants come under
hi care.

ELDO

r

E.

OLE

uperin ten<len t,
Buildings and Ground

MAR HALL R. BEARD

Deans
and
Officials

MAR H LL BEARD supervi e all the activities of
registration day .
tat1 tic
on college enrollment and
credit hour are kept. Much
empha i i placed on arranging the student's program to
fie hi needs. Be ides normal
peacetime dutie , record
mu t al o be kept for the
military units e tablished on
the campus.
Head of the library taff
is MARYBELLE M CLELLA D. In this admini trative position, she upervises
the per onnel and service of
the library. fiss McClelland
also serve a part-time reference librarian.

Regi Lrar

GEORGE H . HOLME direct the college publications.
The yearbook, college paper,
Alumnus and variou bulletins all originate in the second
floor of Gilchrist under Mr.
Holmes' guidance. Camera
fans, copy readers, and eager
reporters are always welcome
in the publications office.

1AR YBELLE M

L LLA

Librarian

Publication Director

GEORGE H. HOLME

D

Deans
and
Officials

The extension erv1ce is directed by I. H. HART. The
bureau as ist teachers in improving their method of instruction. Each term in truetor are ent out to vi it Iowa
schools and offer suggestion
to teacher . Mr. Hart directs
the compiling of pamphlets
to be sent to the e schools.
Head of the Re earch Bureau
is J. B. PAUL. From his department come the placement
and vocational interest tests
which are taken upon entering college. All machine
scored tests taken by students
are cored by the bureau's
staff and the results recorded
for study.

I. H. HART
Exten ion Director

Director of Re earch
J.B. PAUL

E. W. GOETCH heads the
college Placement Bureau.
The files of his office contain
the credentials of students
who have been or will be
placed a teacher . It is here
the tudents may receive
counsel on teaching combinations and fields of teaching
available.
DR. GERALD K OFF is
the director of religiou activities. During the week he
offer friendly religiou counsel to tho e who eek his help,
and on Sundays he serves
students and the members of
his parish as pastor of the
College Hill Interdenominational Church.

E. \VI. GOETCH
Director of Placements

GERALD E. K OFF
Religious Director
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DR. MAX DURFEE, head
of the Health Service, i now
sharing hi ervice between
the army and the tudent
body. The students are not
being neg lee ted however.
Each student receive free
medical attention and five
day of free ho pitalization
per quarter if he need it.

DR. MAX L. DURFE
Health Director

HERBERT V. HAKE
Director of KXEL

Deans
and
Officials

Iowa ta te Teachers College
has been on the air for two
year . Program Director of
the college studio is H RBERT V. HAKE. Formerly
a-speech instructor, Mr. Hake
now devotes his time entirely
to the management of the
programs which originate
from the college KXEL
studio.
A. C. FULLER is head of
the Bureau of Alumni Service. Here are found complete
files of all T. C. graduates,
list of former students now
in service, together with information on their activities.
The Bureau is active in promoting alumni reunion and
dinners.
GUY WAG ER has charge
of Student teaching in the
Campu Elementary School,
the Hud on Con olidated
chool, in everal Waterloo
chools and in a number of
rural chool throughout the
state. Demon Cration teaching 1 emphasized at the
campu chool.

A. C. FULLER
Alumni Director

Director of Teaching
GUY M. WAG ER

Dr, H. C. Trimble, Dean Campbell, Dean Reed, and Miss Mae Smith
Not hi picture: Dr. H. A. Riebe

STUDENT WELFARE COMMITTEE
T he Student Welfare Committee consi ts of five members, the two
deans and three member appointed by the president. The Dean of
Women, Miss Sadie Campbell, i the ex-officio chairman, while Mr. L. I.
Reed, Dean of Men, erves as ex-officio secretary. The appointed members are Miss Mae Smith, Dr. H. C. Trimble, and Dr. H. A. Riebe.
The committee is an advisory body to the deans on matters pertaining to general student welfare. Problems concerning the life of the
students outside of the curricular :field come within the scope of this
committee. A member from chis group meets with and advises the
Student League. The League or members of the student body may m
turn pre enc problems to the committee.
The selection of students from our campus for representation in
Who's Who among Students in American Universities and Colleges is
made by this committee.

DEMOCRACY IN ACTION

United under one flag, our campus sees evidences of democracy ... Dr.
Riebe sends greetings to servicemen ... Student erves faculty ... Prexy
dishe out chili on cut day ... Induction of Lawther Hall officer .

Headquarter of the army
caff are in the dorm - once
called home by college meneerley Hall. Here Major
Leonard and his caff direct
affair of the army men.

MAJOR J. T. LEONARD,
who e friendly attitude has won
re pect on the campu , 1s commanding officer of the
ollege
Training Detachment.

As for the aviation tudent , they make chem elve
known as a major male element of the college-dancing
in the Commons on Saturday
night, filling Lawther Hall
living room, and giving out
with chose marching ongs
as they cro s the cam pu . In
the year chat they have been
here, they have become a
prominent part of the triple
organization of the Waves,
Army, and students.

•
OFFICERS OF THE 80th
COLLEGE TRAINING
DETACHMENT

MAJOR ]. T. LEO ARD
Commanding

LT. JOH

fficer

MORR!

Adjutant

LT. AUGU T WEIGE
upply

fficer

LT. GEORGE GLAZEBROOK
Commandant of

tudents

LT. JOH
fficer

TOP ROW: Lt. August E. Weige, Lt. George T. Glazebrook, Lt. John R. Christian
BOTTOM ROW: Major Julian T. Leonard, Lt. John Morris

• The Barracks •

THE ARMY

-

From 5: 15 until 9: 00 in the evening the army aviation students lead a rigorous
life. While training to serve in Uncle Sam's air forces, they are on the Teachers
College campus for three to five month for intensive study in essential branches.
P AGE 24

'(!!

the~ ~hen considered in proport ion to time spent rn
nt
classes. But any "cadet" will tell you that his free time is mighty importa
here in the land of coeds. Wednes day night special service program s and athletic
contests are always highligh ts. The Commo ns is the Saturda y night center for
those not hitting the trail for Waterlo o.

THE ARMY
P AGE 2 5

Navy WAVES throughout
the country are proudly saying, "\'v'e're part of the avy,
too," but to us, the Yeomen
of the aval Training School
here have become more than
that - they are a part of life
on the T. C. Campu !

COMMANDER E. E. PETTEE,
of the WAVES, directs from the
cience Building the activities of
the "girls in blue."

•
•
~

~~.•

'

Day after day, since the
arrival of the first class at
Cedar Falls over a year ago,
rhythmically marching colavy women have
umns of
won the admiration of students and faculty, and have
served as a constant reminder
that victory will come only
as the result of each individual's determination to do
well his own small part within
the whole task.

•

•

'••

•

.

•

;,
~

OFFICERS OF THE
NAVAL TRAINING SCHOOL
(YEOMAN)
COMMA DER E. E. PETTEE
LT. COMMA DER MAR WIL
LT. (JG) HEARST
LT. (JG) EVERETT
LT. (JG) SMITHHISLER
LT. (JG) BRUSSEL
LT. (JG) SEHMA
LT. HALL
LT. O'GRADY
LT. KETTELLE
LT. McCOW
E S. CAMPBELL
E1 . MORRI 0

• •
• •
• •

,,-~ ,.~
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TOP ROW: Lt. (jg) Brussel; Lt. Kettelle; Ens. Campbell; Lt. Commander Marwil; Lt. (jg) Sehmann; Ens. Morrison; Lt. McCown
BOTTOM ROW: Lt. Hall; Lt. {jg) Hearst; Commander Pettee; Lt. O'Grady; Lt. (jg) Everett; Lt. (jg) Smithhisler

• The Good Ship Bartlett •

The aval Training School for Yeomen, Cedar Fall ,
Iowa, PRESE TS - the yeomen of the aval Training School, ISTC, Cedar Fall , Iowa - on the march,
and all lined up for formal inspection. This i the
way they look co u - mart, nappy, and plenty neat.

PAGL 28

A most familiar scene to T. C. students i a platoon
avy women stepping off across the campus of
and, come spring, there were outdoor reviews and
drills which any interested by-stander could take in.
They're a prominent part of our campus, and we're
proud of chem!

PACE 29

LEFT TO RIGHT: B. Ferguson, S. Nelson, H. Lauren, M. Protheroe, B. Gray, P. Scott,
f. Dunn, C. Martin, J. Maxwell, M. Holst

J.

Porter,

STUDENT LEAGUE
The purpo e of Student League is to serve as a body to olidify student
opinion. It erves as a discussion group where problems and question
of the group may be thoroughly and fairly discussed. The public i
invited to sit in on meetings. Besides twelve members there are standing
committee working under the League's direction.

TOP ROW: Roland Eilertson, Robert Agan , Robert Brindley, Merle Bean
BOTTOM ROW: Martin Holst, Howard Lauren, Earl Dunn , Basil Gray, Dean Reed

LEFT TO RIGHT: P. Scott, J. Porter, G. Hansen, B. Gray, S. Campbell, K. Gleason, F. Faust,
E. Dunn, H. Lauren, M. Protheroe, S. Nelson

AND HOW IT WORKS
There are three major committees. Jean Arrasmith is chairman of Social
Life Committee; Eleanor. Stewart, of the War Activities Committee;
Jane Wentland, chairman of the Organizations Committee. These people
make reports to the League telling of accomplishments and projects.

TOP ROW:
ancy Jewell, Kay Gleason, Marie Boysen, Frances Faust
BOTTOM ROW: Cleo Martin, Sarah Nelson, Joyce Maxwell, Barbara Ferguson
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INSTRUCTION

Looking Ahead to Education for the Future

S tudents want something definite
which they can remember about
their department ... something which
bring back memories of the work
carried on in each group. When
students come to the Iowa State
Teachers College they must declare
a major in some field, and attention
is then focused on that department.
It is there that they become best
acquainted with their in tructors.

•

S trong loyalties develop in many
of the departments. Some competition arises as a result of these loyalties.
More than offsetting any competition which might arise between
groups, is the feeling of cooperation
that comes out of this close association. Even greater cooperation
has resulted from the inter-changing
of instructors in the teaching of the
"cadet" classes.

Dr. Denny confers with Dean Nelson on education courses for the coming year.

I f you are interested in art - anything from wood carving to finger
painting - the Vocational Building is the place for you. Here you will
find shops, art galleries, twelve classrooms and laboratories at your disposal. You may have your choice from nineteen different courses,
including art essentials, wood carving, history and appreciation of art,
theory of art, and supervision of teaching. You are given plenty of
opportunity for practice and experimentation of your own. Tastes,
theories, and urges are cultivated here. The sky is the limit - and often
the subject. People come here for a fling at art as well as for serious study.
If you want art as a career, either as a teacher or as a profession in itself,
include some of these courses in your curriculum. Mr. Harold Palmer
was appointed acting head of the department following the retirement
of Dr. Bailey last year.

•

Dr. Palmer shows his students what makes things tick.

•

Students getting acquainted with the mysteries of a dictaphone.

The

department of Commercial Education, one of the most rapidly
expanding departments in the college, is ready to welcome you to the

third floor of the Administration building. Here you are given ample
opportunity and help in developing skill as an office worker, teacher, or
executive. Students may choose from twenty-eight courses - typing,
shorthand, accounting, business law, marketing and others. Good commercial teachers are always in demand and one hundred per cent placement of graduates from the department is the pride of the commerce
professors.
Dr. R. 0. Skar is acting head for the duration, succeeding Dr. Lloyd
Douglas, who is now civilian instructor at the Waves Training Station
in Bloomington, Indiana. He also serve as the advisor for Commercial
Education majors.

S econd floor of the Auditorium i the center for kindergarten-primary
major , prospective elementary teachers, and several educational organization . Theorie of teaching are taught in this department, and
the e mu t be had before there can be an actual application of what is
learned in the other cour e . Educational p ychology, per onality development of children, te t and measurements and manuscript writing are
some of the varied cour es which are offered to pro pective teachers.
This department, therefore, deals with tudent who are planning to
teach in either elementary or secondary chool , and others interested in
general educational development. Dr. E. C. Denny, head of the Department of Education, is the advisor for all tho e tudents who are majoring
in education.

•

Dr. Denny helps out with registration troubles.
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T he English Department i ea y for newcomer to find, for it is on
the first floor of the Auditorium building. This is where you will see
English major and minors currying to cla se , and freshmen on their
way to English I. They al o may be headed for classe in Contemporary
ovel, Shakespeare, or Interpretative peech. The e are just a few of the
course offered to Engli h tudents.
"The Pen", our literary magazine, gets its start in thi department.
It i made up of contribution from tudents and faculty.
Mr. \V/. B. Fagan is the acting head of the department in the ab ence
of Dr. H. W. Reninger, who i a navy lieutenant at Park College in
Parkville, Mis ouri. Mr. Fagan also teache Engli h to air crew students.
All in all, Mr. Fagan finds that teaching the aviation tudents and being
head of the department keep him very busy.

•

PAGE 3 8

The English Reading Room is the favorite hangout for those who like good books.
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•
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•

•
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Dr. Sutherland and students "at home" in their apartment,

ajors and minors m this department learn that Home Economics

is no longer concerned only with cooking and sewing. These are a part
of the curriculum which includes nutrition, child care, consumer's problems, house furnishing and decoration, as well as home management.
While these courses are required for majors and minors, most of them
are open to all students in the college. On the third floor of the Vocational building you will find the Home Economics apartment, which
is a model home in itself, and is used for teas and dinners of the department. There are many shining laboratories where the students get actual
experience with their materials.
Dr. Elisabeth Sutherland is head of the Home Economics Department. Other instructors are Agnes McClelland and Elizabeth yholm.

•

The Russian newspaper seems to have the spotlight here.

T here has been much interest shown in the Foreign Language department the last few years. Students have begun to realize the values of
knowing and being able to understand and read the various languages:
French, Spanish, German, or Latin. These are the languages offered by
the department. This department has shown itself very capable of training future foreign language teachers, and in promoting a new interest
in languages to establish stronger and more understanding bonds between
countries. Dr. I. L. Lillehei is head of the department and his office may
be found on the third floor of the Auditorium.
Since the war, an increased interest in the Russian language has
developed.

Non-credit evening classes are being conducted in this

language and not many classes, but books on Russia are being made
available for study.

•

Charting a course to Tokyo.

This

department, like all the others, has been noticeably affected by
the war. Since most math majors are men, the rea on for the scarcity
evertheless, mathematics i
of people in this department i obvious.
very important during a time of war, and the profes ors have been kept

bu y teaching the subject to air crew students. Many fellow are intere ted in mathematics to further their welfare in event of anticipated
induction into Uncle Sam's army. Advanced classes in mathematic
which the college student wishes to take must be scheduled by pecial
arrangement. Many courses are offered - these include principle of
elementary mathematics, algebra, geometry, surveying, differential
equations, calculus and teaching of arithmetic and mathematics. The
elementary courses have received the greatest stress among the college
students. Dr. Henry Van Engen is head of the department.

Even

the music department, headed by Dr. Edward Kurtz, has come
in for its share of revising of plans to meet the tempo of wartime. Some
students have been going to classes at six o'clock in the afternoon.
everthele s, the department is still maintaining its high standard of presenting
excellent recitals and concerts to the students. This year a large women's
chorus under the direction of Harald Holst took the place of the usual
mixed college choru . The weekly student recital and programs over
cation KXEL given by the music tudents were under the spon orship
of the music department, and a musical variety show to pon or the
ale of war bonds wa given over KXEL. The college symphony orchestra
wa also scheduled for its annual concert which attract cores of townsfolk as well as students and faculty.

•

PAG E 42

A trio of musicians under the guidance of Dr. Kurtz.

P hysical Education for men in the chool year 1943-44 is a far cry
from that of previous years. The cour es offered now give special emphasis to preparation for military training. There are no varsity sports,
and intramural basketball has taken the place of competitive games.
Much of the time of the coaching taff has been devoted to conditioning
the air crew students on the campu , and conducting physical fitness
cour e for college men. The intramural basketball schedule took the
limelight thi winter. The teams, composed of men from various rooming
house , entertained the student body with many fast ball games. The
Ram dell Rats, Cranny Crums, To debe Terrors, and Meeker Muskies
were the teams competing. During the spring the fellows tried their
hand at a oftball tourney. In spite of wartime changes, however, the
department is working to fullest capacity.

p~c~
FOR MEN

•

All eyes on Dickinson as he makes the stroke.

PACE 43

P hysical Education for women has been given added emphasis this
year since physical :fitness during wartime has been sere sed, and each
girl believe it her duty to stay healthy in order to do her part as be t
she can. Girls entered the intramural field with everal ba ketball team
competing throughout the winter. Play night on Wedne day night and
recreational swimming on Monday and Thursday nights were spon ored
by the Physical Education department.
Winter sports, tennis, golf, outing activities, and swimming are
just a small portion of the courses offered. Beside helping the girls to
keep physically fit these activities are fun. Miss Monica R. Wild, head
of the physical education department, is ably upported in the program
of physical education for women by a competent raff of experts.

Plupical,

c~

FOR WOMEN

•
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Learning to trip the light fantastic by the diagrams.

•

Anything can happen here!

L ike the other departments the Science Department has relinquished
many of its instructors to the Air Corps. Many of the courses are not
even being taught because of the lack of students in this field. The
response, however, for science courses is very strong considering the
number of students on the campus. More girls are now taking the courses
which are offered in science. The fifteen laboratories are busy all of the
time with either students or air "cadets". Mr. Cable has been very busy
organizing the many classes held each day.
Some of the science courses are biological science, chemistry, physics,
and earth science. The field of science is one of the most vital ones in
the world today and one that necessitates much thorough and intelligent
application. With the increased emphasis of the war needs, the demand
for science teachers has greatly increased.

•

A spot in the Pacific appears to hold attention here .

•
Cl,,UU!B

The

fields offered in this department are history, government, economics

and sociology. The department is a popular one with the students. They
are showing an interest in the events of the day at a time when history is
in the making. The students feel that they are the one who will be
responsible for the betterment of the world in the future and are anxious
to learn all they can about current affairs to help them. The contemporary
affair class keeps them up-to-date on current topics and other specialized courses give majors a good background for their field. Dr. M. R.
Thompson is head of the department. They have been short of instructors for some time. Dr. Beard, registrar, was formerly in the department.
Dr. Fahrney and Dr. Robinson are teaching "cadet" classes.
The social science classrooms occupy the third floor of the Auditorium Building and are well equipped with maps and charts.

The

courses taught here are among the most important in the prospective teacher's career. Prior to actual teaching, students have had a
chance to observe classes being taught and profit from them for their
own future teaching. Then for a term students are assigned to take

charge of classes in the Teachers College Campus School, Hudson, Waterloo, or nearby rural school systems. Thus the student, before he graduates,
has actual experience in teaching in his field. He will experience a wide
variety of teaching situations, community contacts and pupil problems.
Dr. Guy Wagner is director of student ~eaching. He helps to make
directed teaching a vital part of the student's college experience, and
his vigorous leadership inspires high levels of achievement. In the Campu
School students at Teachers College have a complete thirteen-year grade
and high school for their teaching laboratory.

•

Future teachers applying for assignments.

Dr. lllebe nad1 a letter from a foraMr 1tacleat
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ABBOTT, ROY L., Ph. D.,
Professor of Biology
AITCHI O , ALI O , M. S.,
Professor of Geography
A DERSO , MARY C., M.A.,
As istant Professor of Teaching
AREY, AMY F., M. A.,
Associate Professor of Education
BAILEY, CHARLES H., B. S.,
Profes or of Industrial Arts
BARKER, OLIVE L., M.A.,
In tructor of Voice
BAUM, RUS ELL ., M. Mus.,
Instructor in Piano
*BE DER, PA UL, Ed. D.,
Associate Profcs or of Physical Education for Men
BIRKHEAD JA E, M. A.,
Instructor of Voice
*BLIESE, JOH , M. A.,
In tructor in Teaching
*BO K, EMIL W., M. Mus.,
Instructor in Violin
BROW , A. E., Ph. D.,
Profe or of Education
BRUGGER, ELI EBETH, M. A.,
In tructor in Teaching and
Director of the ur ery chool
BUFFUM, HUGH S., Ph. D.,
Professor of Education
BUXBAUM, KATHERI E, M.A.,
Assistant Professor of English
CABLE, EMMETT J., Ph. D.,
Professor of Earth cience and
Head of the Department
CALDWELL, MARY P., M. A.,
Assistant Profe or of Teaching
CHARLES, JOH W., Ph. D.,
Professor of Education

Dr.

Brown

gets

his

mail

from the faculty mail room.
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COLE, AG E B., M. A.,
Assistant Professor of Art
CO DIT, IRA C., M. A.,
Professor of Mathematics
CO LO , CORLEY, M. A.,
Instructor in Art
CRAM, FRED, M. A.,
As ociate Profes or of Education
DE JO GE, JAME , M. Mus.,
In tructor in Mu ic Education
DE
Y, E. C., Ph. D.,
Professor of Education and
Head of the Department
DICKI O , AR THUR, M. A.,
Assistant Profe sor of Physical Ed ucation for Men
DIET RICH, JOH , M. A.,
Instructor in Art
DIVELBE , MARGARET, M. A.,
A i tant Profe or of Teaching
* DOUGLAS, L. V., Ph. D.,
As ociate Profe sor of Commercial
Education and Head of the Department
DURFEE, MAX L., M. D.,
Director of Health ervice
EMER Or , ELIZABETH, B. A.,
Per onnel Director of Lawther Hall
ERBE, CARL H., Ph. D.,
Profes or of Government
FAGA , W. B., M.A.,
Profes or of English and
Acting Head of the Department
FO UM, ER EST C., Ph. D.,
A istant Profes or of Speech
GAFF! , MYRTIE E., M. A.,
Instructor in Commercial Education
GETCHELL, ROBERT W., Ph. D.,
Profes or of Chemistry
GOETCH, E. W., Ph. D.,
Director of Placement Bur~au

Miss Michel w a tches a fast
pla y in a n intramura l g a me.
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Mr. and Mrs. George Gates go down "the line".

*GRA T, MAR TI L., Ph. D.,
Professor of hemisrry
, ELIU , Ph. D.,
HAL VOR
A ociate Profe sor of English
HA KA IP, ER TRUDE, M. A.,
Instructor in Education
, R E, M.A.,
A si cant Profe or of Teaching
*HARRI , HE RY, B. Mu .,
A sistan t Profe or of Voice
I IA Y , W. E., M. Mus.,
Assistant Professor of Voice
HER EY, . FREEMA , B. Ph.D.,
As ociate Profe or of Physics
HILL, FRA K W., M. Mus.,
Associate Professor of Violin, Viola, and Theory
*HILL, ELMA, M. A.,
Instructor in Teaching
HOLME , GEORGE H., M. A.,
Assistant Profe or of Engli h
H L T, HARALD B., M. Mus.,
A sistant Profe or of Voice
, JOH W., M. A.,
In tructor in Art
HOVE, MARIE, M. . ,
Army In tructor
HULT, E THER M., M. A.,
Instructor of Education
HUMI TO , DOROTHY, Ph. D.,
Assistant Professor of Physical Education for Women
HU TTER, MARY B., M. A.,
A~sociacc Profe sor of Economics

• The Admini tration Building, where record are kept
and policie

are determined.

• The Commons - our ocial
center - the pride of
tudents, the envy of gue t .

--•

Kurt z instructs Beckman and B. Johnson .

KEARNEY, DORA, M. A.,
Assistant Professor of Teaching
K OFF, GERALD, Ph. D .,
Director of the Bureau of Religious Activities
KOEHRI G, DOROTHY, Ph. D .,
Assistant Professor of Teaching
KURTZ, EDWARD, Ph. D. Mus.,
Professor of Violin and Composition
and Head of the Department
LAMBER TSO , FLOYD W., Ph. D.,
Professor of Speech
LA TZ, C. W., Ph. D .,
Professor of Biology
LILLEHEI, I. L., Ph. D.,
Professor of French and Spanish and
Head of the Department
MA TOR, EDNA, M. A.,
In tructor in Teaching
MA TOR, MARJORIE, M. A.,
Instructor in Teaching
MAR TI , ELEO ORE, M. A .,
Instructor in Teaching
MA YER, FORREST L., M. S.,
In tructor in Commercial Education
McCLELLA D, AG ES, M. A.,
Instructor in Home Economics
MENDENHALL, L. L., M. A.,
Professor of Physical Education for Men and
Head of the Department
MERCHANT, F. E., Ph. D.,
Professor of Latin and Greek
MICHEL, DOROTHY, M. A.,
Instructor in Physical Education for Women
MILLER, EDNA 0., M.A.,
Assistant Professor of Latin
MOORE, MAUD, M. A.,
Instructor in Physical Education for
Women
NEWMAN, MATHILDA, M. Ph.,
Instructor in Teaching
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Knoff, Durfee, Charles, Riebe talk it over.

* ORDL Y, OLIVER, B. A.,
Instructor in Physical Education for Men
YHOLM, ELIZABETH, M.A. ,
Instructor in Home Economics
PALMER, H. G., M.A.,
Associate Professor of Art and
Acting Head of the Department
PATT, BERTHA,
Profe sor of Arc
PAUL, L.B., Ph.D.,
Director of che Bureau of Research
PETERSO , MAR A, M. A .,
Associate Profe or of Teaching
PLAEH , ERMA, Ph. D.,
Instructor in Teach:ng
ABELLE, M. A.,
POLLOCK, A
Assistant Professor of Teaching
RAIT, E. GRACE, M. A.,
Associate Professor of Teaching
RA TH, EARLE, Ph. D.,
Professor of Health Education
* RE I GER, H. WILLARD,
Assistant Professor of English and
Head of the D epartment
RHODES, JOSEPH, M. Ph.,
In cruccor in Teaching
RIEBE, H. A., Ph. D.,
Professor of Education
RITTER, E. E., Ph. D.,
Professor of Teaching
ROBI SO , E. A., Ph. D.,
As :scant Profes or of English
ROBI SO , GEORGE C., Ph. D. ,
Professor of Government
ROHLF, IDA C., M. A.,
Assistant Professor of English
RUEG ITZ, ROSE LE A, M. Mu. ,
Assistant Professor of Piano
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• Facing College Street near the
Twenty-fourth Street entrance i
the home of the Dean of Faculty.

*RUPPEL, MAE, M. A.,
Instructor in Teaching
RUSSELL, MYRO , M. Mus.,
Assistant Profe or of Wood Wind Instruments
AGE, L. L., Ph. D.,
Associate Professor of History
SAMP O , G. W.,
In rructor in Organ and Piano
CHAEFER, JOSEF, Ph. D.,
A sociate Profe sor of German
COTT, WI FIELD, Ph. D.,
Professor of Agriculture
EARIGHT, ROLA 1D, M. A.,
A istant Professor of Violincello and Conducting
HORT, THELMA, M. A.,
Instructor in Phy ical Education for Women
KAR, R. 0., Ph. D.,
A ociate Profe or of Commercial Education and
Acting Head of the Department
LACK , JOH , M. A.,
A sociate Professor of Rural Education
SMITH, MAE, M. A.,
As ociate Profes or of Education
TARBECK, CLYDE L., B. . ,
In tructor in Physical Education for
Men
IE, M. S.,
TARR, MI
A sistant Profe sor in Teaching
STRAYER, HAZEL B., M. A.,
A o iate Professor of peech
TRUBLE, MARGUIRETTE, Ph. D.,
Assistant Professor of Teaching
SUTHERLA D, ELISABETH, Ph.D.,
Associate Professor of Home Economics
and Head of the Department
TERRY, SELi A, M. A.,
Professor of English
THOMP O , M. R., Ph.D.,
Professor of Economics and
Head of the Department

Dr. Sage is a real student.

PA<:£ 18

TRIMBLE, H. C., Ph. D.,
Instructor in Mathematics
TUR ER, EULALIE, M. A.,
As istant Professor of Teaching
VA E GE , HE RY, Ph.D.,
As ociate Professor of Mathematics and
Head of t he Department
ESS, GRA E, M. A.,
VA
Assistant Profes or of Phy ical Education for Women
UTT LEY, MARGUERITE, Ph. D.,
As ociate Profe or of Geography
\VI AG ER, GUY, Ph. D .,
As ociate Professor of Teaching and
Director of tudent Teaching
WAT O , E. E., M.A.,
Profe or of Mathematic
\V/ELLBOR , F. \VI., Ph. D.,
A ociate Profe or of Hi tory
WHITE, DORI , M. A.,
A sociate Profe or of Physical Education for \VI omen
WHITFORD, LA \V/RE1 CE, M. A.,
In tructor in Phy ical Education for
Men
WILCOX, M. J., Ph. D .,
Associate Profe or of Education
WILD, MO ICA R., Ph. D.,
Profes or of Phy ical Education for
Women and Head of the Department
\V/IR TH CARL A., M. Mu .,
Instructor in Bra s Instrument and Theory

* Facu lty members on leave of absence

Mr. Searight and Mr. Wirth talk
shop

with

a

former

student.
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In addition to being head of the
department of Music, directing the
College Symphony Orchestra, and
string ensemble, Mr. Kurtz gives
violin instruction.

DR. EDWARD KURTZ

Versatile voice instructor Harald
Holst is actor as well as musician,
as he proved when he donned whiskers and a Pennsylvania Dutch
accent to be Papa in "Papa Is All".

HARALD HOLST

The Army keeps Mr. Russell busy
and, in addition to his classwork, he
is director of the college band. He
also advised and assisted in the organization of the Army band.

MYRO

RUSSELL

MASTERS OF MELODY

Symphony Orchestra
ORCHESTRA PERSO

EL

Conductor
Manager of Personnel
BEcKMA , Librarian

EDWARD KuRTZ,
LEO

A WEISS,
JOYCE

CO CERTMASTER
Mildred Luce
A I TA T
CO CER TMA TER
Magdeline Popoff
VIOLI
Pri11 ci pals
Leona Weis
Ettabelle Beinke
Dori Miller
ancy Wood
Amos tribley
Barbara VanDerKerk
Jean Perfect
Bob Frank
Eunice Ryan
hirley Fisher
Harold Leistekow
Gertrude Kitchen
Joan O' eil
Leone Corkery
Marvyl Christian en
Velda Christen en
Ruth Helen ord kog
VIOLA
Pri11cipal
Frank W. Hill

Isabelle Lloyd
Betty Jeanne Humphry
Ruth Larson
Jeanette Curry
CELLO
Pri11ci pal
Roland earight
Loi earight
Tedda Toenje
Dorothy agle
Barbara Johnson
BASSES
Pri11ci pal
Val Jeanne Fairlie
lildred Hach
Elie Colson
FLUTE
Margaret Han en
Dorothy Fink
PICCOLO
Margaret Hansen
BOE
Beverley Smith
Dorothy Phillip
Myron Russell
E GLISH HOR
Myron Ru ell

CLARI ET
Gloria tifller
Francis Cole
BAS 0
Lucille Huibregt e
Ruth Potter
HOR S
Earl Dunn
Eunice Peacock
Joyce Beckman
Carl Anton Wirth
TRUMPET
Martin Holst
Irma Piegor
TROMBO E
Leo Hughe
Arlene chlegel
Margaret Logan
TUBA
Leonard Anderson
HARP
Marguerite Kell y
PIA 0
Carol Reed
PERCU SIO
Marguerite Kelly
Mary Jean Hurlbut
Miriam Han en

CHORUS
TOP ROW: Frandsen, Weiss, Huibregtse, Colson, Hansen, Schoeneman, Langrock, Piper, Heinz, Fer•

THIRD ROW: Blume,
•
guson
eubauer, Mark, Priem, AnWood,
liker, Larson, Grafcnberg • SEC0 D ROW: Ritz, Fisher, Irwin,
Frank, Eggland, Schlegel, Wickham
BOTTOM ROW: Kurtz, Jewell,
ewel, Bobzin
Stiffler, Popoff,

TOP ROW: Fouts, Lund,
Buehner, Howard, Lutz,
Johnson, Plath, hilds, Spotts,
THIRD ROW:
•
Duncan
Affeldt, Rowe, Fairlie, Kopplin, Thomae, Daly, Halvorson, Boehlje, Gravatt • SEC0 D ROW: Heffner, Buck,
Challgren, Johnson, Buthm:in, Hayes, Grcisen, Brown-

BOTTOM
•
clle, Lind
hurch, Branstiter,
ROW:
Garner, Gulbranson, Gildersleeve, Harken, Beckman

Concert Band
MYRON RUSSELL
Band Director

COR ET:
Earl Dunn
Audra Heater
Don Humphry
LaVera ash
Irma Piegors
Betty Olson
Catherine Schnoor
Margaret Segraves
Lorraine Sherrer
CLARI ET:
Barbara Buck
Jeanne Buchman
Laura Heide
Mary Jean Hurlbut
Mary Mark
Ruch Richardson
Gloria Stiffler
Pat Thompson
Howard Thomsen
FRE CH HOR :
Joyce Beckman
Jean Erickson
Eunice Peacock

SAXOPHO E:
Alto: Leone Corkery
Tenor: Gus Ohlson
OBOE:
Dorothy Phillips
Beverly Smith
TROMBO E:
Bob Eilers
Margaret Logan
FLUTE:
A vonelle or ton
Margaret Hansen
BASS:
Merle Bean
John Grubb
STRI G:
Val Jeanne Fairlie
DRUMS:
Snare: Leonard Koke h
Magdeline Popoff
ancy Wood

KXEL
"Good-afterno-o-on!" When you hear
this cheery adieu, you know that
Herbert V. Hake has just signed off
another radio program from the campus of I. S. T. C. Every afternoon he
introduces a variety of talks, musical
programs, and roundtable discussions.

•

Hake and uH·gg·n .,;'' nt th:! con~ro!s

•

Erbe, Thompson, and Wellborn of the Social Science department discuss vital contemporary questions.

SPEAKS
The Social Science trio may be heard
an wering vital present day questions;
Profes or Scott may be visiting a farm
home; or you may hear a musical program by faculty or student performers.
In any case you may be assured of topnotch entertainment.

•

A T. C. radio program complete with sound effects.

•

Miss Arey, the "Story Lady" has a devoted audience.

Crew striking the set
set for "Papa Is All"

HAZEL B.

•

Building flats and furniture

TRAYER

Drama Direccor

•

The crew poses for the photographer on the stage

DRAMA
I n the history of drama at the Iowa State Teacher
College, the eason of 1943-1944 will be remembered
for the all-women ca ts and crew. Thee future
teacher have demon trated that they can take over
and run a hop and a how, with all that it takes.
The College Players sponsor all dramatic production . A chairman and a planning board, elected
by the group, outline the study projects, and the
Player meet each Tuesday evening for an hour, in
the Drama Shop. Any college student intere ted in
the study and production of drama is eligible for
membership.

S ummer Quarter, 1943, had for its dramatic highlight, the fantasy, "Chanticleer",
by Edmond Rostand. This wise and tender
poet, known for hi immortal "Cyrano de
Bergerac" and "L'Aiglon", loved nature,
and having ob erved the attitudes and
actions of the inhabitants of a farmyard,
he found a corollary in the conduct of
human beings.
The play a presented on the college
tagc had the charm of a Di ney technicolor

Entrance of the peacock at the g uin ea hen's tea par~y
The heart of th e forest at night
•
for the miracle

fantasy. Esther Oleson, a former student,
designed and supervised the settings. Frank
Brandt, another alumnus, did the same for
the lighting, and Lillian Holmes, still another alumnus, upervised the large costume
crew. The settings, costumes, lighting and
direction, were keyed to the elements of
fantasy which the author has used to empha ize his theme and mood. More than
fifty ummer school students, all women,
cooperated on the production.

•

Talking things over in th e farm yard

•

Wa itin g

The

major production presented for the
Fall Quarter was a play about the Pennsylvania Dutch, a new comedy by Patterson
Greene. Jim Shaeffer, an alumnus, designed
the et and thirty college girls built it.
Member of the tagecraft cla s, all girl ,
di tingui hed them elve in running the
technical part of the production. Men of
the faculty generously contributed their
acting talents and Harald Holst of the Mu ic
faculty played the title role of "Papa".

Dave Berninghausen of the library staff
played the role of the son, Jake, and E . A.
Ralston, at present teaching the "cadets",
played the role of State Trooper Brendle.
Gladene Hansen, Luella Smith and Margaret
Rhoades were the student performers in
the cast. This collaboration of faculty and
tudent proved highly succe sful in the
achievement of a unified and smooth production. Hazel B. Strayer, as ociate profe or of speech, directed the show.

Papa is suspicious of Mrs. Yoder and Mama, as they quilt and sing
Mr. Harald Hols t as Papa
•
to bed"

•

Papa: "Outen the lamp, Mama, and come

James Shaeffer directs the manicure scene from "The Women"
•
Crystal and Sylvia in "The Women"
done with simplified setting •

uThe Women"

C andid shots of the COLLEGE PLAYERS tell the story of this group without
benefit of setting , costumes and props, and
as they pre enc their streamlined productions, all of which have been study projects,
with simplified settings. During the Fall
and Winter Quarters condensed versions of
LETTERS TO LUCER E, and THE
WOME , were used as group acting
projects.

•

ttLetters to Lucerne",

At pre ent, the women of the college
are at work on a production of CRY
HAVOC, a play that deals with the work
of volunteer workers on Bataan, with an
all-women cast and crew. This play will
be presented in connection with the annual
conference on Play Production during the
last week of April. Jim Shaeffer is in charge
of building the set while Miss Strayer is
directing it.

Mr. and Mrs. Louis Crowder enthrall their audien ce
the auditorium

D

uring the summer term of 1943 several

assemblies were held and were very well
received by a great majority of the student
body. Pre ident Price thought that a
similar program - composed largely of
talent to be found among our own faculty
- might be profitable during the academic
year. He appointed a committee with Dr.
Leland Sage a chairman to initiate such a
serie of assemblies. Members of this facultystudent committee were Dr. Gerald Knoff,

•

Why so glum?

•

Beauties all

•

"

adets" share

Miss MaryBelle McClelland, Mr. Frank
Hill, Elberta Lutz, Bernadette Lyon, Bette
Gibson, and Ba il D. Gray.
The A semblies Committee is responsible
for such programs as the piano recital by
Russell Baum and Mr. and Mrs. Loui
Crowder, and the talks by Dean Je se Baird
of Berea, Kentucky, and Mis Hilda Beal
of England. The student have found an
mspmng series of assemblies for their enjoyment.

.

.

-

. .. ' . ' .'

'

.

i~-: : _·. -,,

Miss Hilda Beal
3 0 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, New York
My dear Miss Beal:
It is my understanding that you
will be in Cedar Falls as the guest of

assembly at 9: 3 0 a. m., Friday morning,
October 22nd.

the American Association of University

If you are able to accept this invita-

Women on the 21st and 22nd of Octo-

tion, will you please let me know at the

ber. On behalf of the college, our com-

earliest possible opportunity so that

mittee would like to give you a cordial

proper publicity can be given. If pos-

invitation to speak before an all-college

sible, please include the title of your
address.
You will have some 7 5 0 students,
mostly young women, possibly 100
members of the faculty, and administrative officers in your audience.
Very cordially yours,

_Leland, $a(j,8
Leland L. Sage, Chairman
Committee on Assemblies
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Morphites

Tostlebe Terrors

Mee t the Champs

l ntramurals always have played a large part in the lives of T. C.
girls. This year the girls have taken an increased interest in the
intramural program, particularly since greater emphasis has been
placed on physical conditioning. During the fall, the girls enjoyed
some fast hockey games on the green; the tennis courts were kept
busy, too, during the warm fall days. Singles and doubles were
played by intermediate and advanced classes. Bad weather forced
cancellation of final matches.
In winter, intramural basketball took the place of these fall
games. On Friday nights the girls played in the women's gym
before spirited crowds who came to watch the games exhibited
by the guys and gals. On week nights games were played so that
the rounds could be completed during the season. Participation
and team spirit were given the greatest emphasis. The Friday
night programs were the result of an insistent demand for weekend activities.
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•
• The octopus play - or T.C.
spirit - everyone on the ball.

COORDINATORS

L. Halvorson

J.

Arrasmith

D. Pogemiller
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Things are really looking up for these gals.

The

Morphites, under the direction of Jane Shannahan, copped
the team title with a perfect core. Other teams in the advanced
league finished in the following order: "Bomb Dears", "De
Merrits", "Hal Katt ", "Lucky Strike ". The "Sissies" led the
intermediate league with an unbeaten record while the "Rath'
Hams" headed the beginner by winning two and lo ing one.
This spring a volleyball tourney was played with four competing team . The Theta Garns won highe t honors.
Four teams represented the fellows' rooming houses in intramural basketball. The "Meeker Muskies" were led by Dwight
Pogemiller; the "T ostlebe Terror ", by Red Ellertson; the "Cranny
Crumbs", by Merle Bean; the "Ram dell Rats", by Dick Schaffer.
The house completed their teams by drafting the services of the
few stray men not living in rooming hou es.

The

"Terrors", led by "Red" Ellertson and "Happy" Hildebrand nabbed the team title by sweeping through six games with
a lone defeat suffered at the hands of the "Crumbs". The "Rats"
lost their right to the crown by three points in a thrilling game
with the "Terrors" - the finale of the season.
Ellertson, of the "Terrors" was high point man with ninetynine points in six games. Opperman, of the "Rats", nearly overtook Ellertson in the final game with ninety-seven points.
Johnny Hildebrand got things going as intramural manager.
The navy beckoned: result, no manager. Dwight Pogemiller was
elected to finish the season.
Referees are a vital part of any intramural program. These
fellows did their bit: McElhinny, Hougham, Pogemiller, Ellertson, Hildebrand, Martin, Jensen, Opperman, Schaffer, Boldt,
and Gutknecht.

•

Hog enson's hei g ht gets a rebound .
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Beauty and coordination par excellence

The

grace, beauty and quiet rhythm of
interpretative dancing thrills many people
every spring as they watch the girls in the
annual Orchesis recital. Flowing costumes,
appropriate music and colored lights are
used by the members of this national honor-

•
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The grace and concentration of Orchesis

ary dancing ociety a they pre ent in
original dances their interpretation and
under tanding of graceful body movement
and rhythm. Members of Orchesis are
cha en from students who have shown ability and haYe been selected by the group.

THE STORY OF A COLLEGE AT WAR
B elieving that

tudent publications in
wartime are even more important to the
welfare of the student body than in peacetime, the Board of Publications declared
it elf for an augmented rather than a decrea ed effort for 1944.
tudent readers opened up their fir t
issue of the fall term College Eye to read a
mart new wartime size publication. Page
were streamlined, stories were clipped to
e sential crispne s, and editorials were given
a new zip and drive.
As for the OLD GOLD, every effort was
made to tell the whole story of teacher training, air crew detachment, and the navy as
they enter into the picture of 1943-44.
Students interested in publications work
found a high challenge to their journalistic
efforts in a year when many traditional
campus activities were on the wane, a year
when interpretation of trends and events in
campus life and thought became even more

imperative. With football, basketball, track,
and baseball out of the picture; with such
gay partie as the Washington Ball and the
Senior Prom a thing of the pa t; with fraternitie almost extinct and sororities having
a difficult time of it, the COLLEGE EYE
and OLD GOLD discovered a somewhat
disconsolate and bewildered frame of mind
among the tudents.
Accepting their challenge, however, the
COLLEGE EYE helped promote publicity
for bond sales, exorted students to do their
bit through blood banks, scrap drives,
bandage rolling.
ew activities such as a
leaf-raking Skip Day were publicized.
Prominent space was given to interviews
with faculty and students interested in
building up campus morale. The "EYE"
took on the publications of an army page,
later taken over by the aviation students
under the title "Wing Tips."

• Board of Control of Student Publications: Holmes, Farnsworth , Terry, Boardman, Rath ,
Boysen, Dickson

•

Pictures interest even the OLD GOLD staff

S tudent writers, artists, photographers
and editors preparing your OLD GOLD of
1944 have had an opportunity that comes
rarely to college journalists. They have
attempted to discharge the task of interpreting pictorially a story of a year at
Teachers College when almost every normal
course of activity was altered. In place of
•

the kaleido copic round of teas, parties,
dances, and athletic contests they have
found a campus that has been a-thunder
with marching feet and alive with shouts of
military commands. As a result, the staff
has attempted to tell the story of "The Big
Three", the army, the navy, and teacher
training.

Tanner checks in sales

0

Hart and Gray plan "layouts"

Pictures of a W or Year
T o tell the story of 1944, the Old Gold
Staff has worked nights, Sundays, and holidays. For weeks on end the lights have
burned 'till late hours on the second floor of
Gilchrist Hall. Week after week photographers have been snapping pictures in the
Commons, the dorms, in classrooms and on
the drill fields. They have spent long hours
in the darkroom developing and printing
pictures. Editors have arranged over four
hundred individual settings, supervised
scores of group pictures, spent many a Sunday and weekend making the layouts, writing copy, pasting pictures, and reading
proof. It's been hard work, but it's been
fun - important fun, in a year that will
long be remembered.
BASIL D. GRAY
Editor
THE 1944 OLD GOLD

THE STAFF
{ Beth Thompson, Harr!ett
Art talf · · · · · · · · · Jordan, Luella Smith
Cop) Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Elaine Dickson
Administration Editor . . . . . . . Gladene Han on
Orga11izali~11 Editor . . . . . . . . . Margaret Daly
Assista11t Orga11izatio11 Editor . . . Mildred Poitevin
5Phyllis Welch, Marjorie Lang,
W .
C
oP) nters · · · '(Virginia Macy, Myrna Brechbiel
War Aclhilies Editor . . . . . . . . . . Cleo Martin
. Marilyn Greenlee
e11ior Editor . . . . .
Proof Reader . . . . . . . . . . . Laura Lee Hawley
Dorothy Hart

Managing Editor

H.

J.

Wickham

Art Editor

$ ~ , UJ~, P ~ , tire

SkYuf of, 7 ~

. ,.:?
_,

.

Martin Holst

Margaret Tanner
Business Ma11ager

•{

.

e~ m '44
Photographer

.
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>
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The "Eye" staff looks over a big scoop

S tudents who like to write, to meet important people, to get to know the inside
story of what goes on at Teachers College
and to interpret the meaning of campus
affairs, find their talents always in demand
for the College Eye.

"Modern as tomorrow, substantial as
yesterday, and interesting as today", is the
slogan that keeps some two dozen students
busily at work each week giving residents
of College Hill a faithful mirror of what
goes on at Teachers College.

• Fairlie and Lyon burn the midnight
oil

•
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The editor directs the process of putting the news together

News of a War Year
This

year THE COLLEGE EYE wa
treamlined for war, with the page size reduced to that of a familiar large city tabloid,
and the number of column reduced from
ix co five. The number of pages was increa ed, however, with the paper u ually
carrying six page . Although beset with
problem of an inadequate taff a few loyal
worker stayed with the job and eventually
attracted tho e students who wi hed to make
a real contribution to the campu publication.
one-the-les important to the Eye
of 1943-44, was the development of a strong
new editorial policy and the incorporation
of the Aviation Detachment page, "Wing
Tip ". This new page is compo ed entirely
of news of interest to the aviation students
and is written entirely by them.

BER ADETTE L YO
Editor
THE COLLEGE EYE

Wedi kf Wedi 1~ P~ a
A1(/J/UJ/J, a/, e~ llWW14

Val Jean l-airlie

Marge Mach

Arlyce Strand

Dorothy Tucker

Jane Wentland

Managi>tg Editor

Busi11ess Ma11ager

Advertising Manager

Circulatio11 Ma11ager

Copy Editor
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The staff: Mather, Tinsley, Miss Buxbaum and Macy makes a selection for the pen

Pw~

VIRGI IA MACY, Editor

If

THE CREATIVE WRITING OF THE YEAR

you were interested in creative wntmg of any
kind, perhaps you ventured to insert the re ult of
your writing effort in the big white box in Mr.
Fagan's office. Virginia Macy, Mi s Buxbaum and the
other members of the Pen staff go over the e contributions eagerly and critically and decide which ones
are most appropriate for publication. The Pen is
published quarterly and contains poetry, e says, and
short stories. This year there have been contributions
from students, faculty, and the service units on the
campus.
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e Bob Brindley
dashes off the
monthly bulletin
to T. C. Servicemen

• Mr. Holm es
and Ruth Hu ghes

pick a bone of
contention

Decembe r

9, 1943
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TOP ROW: Kusumoto, McConeghey, Kavka, Bennett
Dr. Lantz, Weiss

•

BOTTOM ROW: Jones,

B~TA BETA B~TA
Beta Beta Beta is a national honorary society for biology students. Members must be at least third-term sophomores with a 2.75 or higher scholastic average. Dr. Lantz and Dr. Rath of the science department serve
as ponsor of the group. People vitally interested in furthering scientific
re earch are invited into the group. Marvel Jones has been a very capable
leader of the group this past year. Her reputation as a leader in the field
and in research has carried beyond the campus, and the group has thrived
under her vigorous and intelligent leadership.
Regular meetings of Tri-Bet are held at which guest speakers are
invited to lecture. They have taken nature hike , and like Thoreau,
"saw" things for the fir t time that they had looked at all their lives.
They built terrariums for land animals and acquariums for water life.
The e have proved to be most interesting and challenging projects for
this group during thi year.

e

TOP ROW: Boysen, Macy

BOTTOM ROW: Dr. Lambertson, Faust

D~LTA SIGMA R~O
An honorary ociety for debaters, Delta Sigma Rho is compo ed of speech
students who have won three debates with college of high standing or
won distinction in extemporaneous speaking or oratorical contests. The
purpo e of the organization is to keep oratory and forensics on the
highe t level po ible.
Although the group this year is small, they have had ome intere ting
meeting and down-the-line dinner . If the logical minds of Delta Sigma
Rho had no chance to di play their linguistic abilitie because of gas
rationing, the mall group found solace in giving over their question
for di cu ion to the Hamilton Club. The younger et of logicians discu sed a possible world league for post-war days.
Iowa State Teachers College is proud of the fact that we are the
only teacher college in the country which belong to Delta Sigma Rho.
The chool i famou for its debater . It i to be regretted that intercollegiate competition wa impo sible this year.
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e SECOND
TOP ROW: Lindley, Oesterle, Holst, Fyler, Laipple, Leichtman
BOTTOM ROW:
. •
ROW: Iseminger, R., Faust, Frederick, L., Barck, Moore,
aglc, Bochljc, Dr. Skar, Wirkler

GOLDEN LEDGER
Golden Ledger is the honorary organization in which outstanding freshman and sophomore commerce majors and minors gain recognition for
high scholarship. The organization was formed in 1937 as a protege of
the advanced commerce honorary, Pi Omega Pi. Golden Ledger candidates must have a B-average in ten or more hours of commerce work
and a C-average in all other work. Members retain their membership
throughout college - without further obligation. Upper classmen are
not active in this group though they are actually members.
The fall quarter saw the numbered but determined group engaging
in many social events. Various picnics and parties were held throughout
the year. During the fall quarter a delicious buffet supper was served at
the home of Dr. Skar, sponsor of the group. This may well be termed
the feature of the fall quarter. For the winter and spring quarters,
formal and informal initiations claimed the spotlight. All this was
accomplished under the presidency of Eunice Boehlje.
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SECO D ROW:
•
TOP ROW: Macy, Farnsworth, I., Margaret Hansen, Dickson
BOTTOM ROW: Gibson, Miriam Hansen, Holst, Bennett
Meck, Deane, Protheroe •

IOWA TEACHERS FIRST
Those attractive gold pins, with the campanile in relief surrounded by
the word Iowa Teachers First, are worn by the members of Iowa Teachers
First - a new organization on the campus introduced for the purpose
of promoting Iowa State Teachers College in the cause of securing an
able and competent student body. These students are among those people
the school is proud to have represent it. High scholarship and memberhip in other organizations on the campus is one of the requirements of
member hip. The number is not to exceed twenty-five and is made up
of junior and senior students who are nominated by the organization and
elected by the Student League. The number i kept limited so that the
group may be as select as possible. Iowa Teachers First is active in backing
and encouraging helpful activities of other groups on the campus. Dr.
H. A. Riebe is the faculty sponsor and Miss Campbell, Dean of Women,
and Dr. Price are honorary members. Miriam Hansen is president, Charlotte Bennett, vice-president, and Joan Piper, secretary.
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TOP ROW: Black, Tallman, Margaret Hansen , Horn , Farnsworth, I., Fyler
SECO O ROW: Perry, M. , Stewart, Jordan, Boysen, Eller, Baumgartner
BOTTOM ROW:
eville, Or. harles, Strait, Roose, Huibregtsc

KAPPA DELTA Pl
Kappa Delta Pi, ational Educational Honorary, was organized in 1911.
It is compo ed of junior and enior students who have a grade point
average of 2.8 or over, including at least 10 hour in education. The
purpo e of the group is to honor chola tic achievement, character, and
de irable ocial qualities.
Each quarter new person are considered for membership, and they
are asked to give a three-minute talk on some new and interesting phase
of their major field. By requiring three-minute talks on some phase of
the iniciace's major field, meeting are truly informative. They widen
the background and viewpoint of all pre enc.
Meetings are held at least three time during the term, and once
a quarter there i a formal dinner at which new members are initiated .
This group is a very active and thriving honorary. It i considered a
real honor co be a member.
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TOP ROW: Mr. Thompson , Tallman, Merryman , Mr. Erbe
Gray, Perry, Lauren

e

BOTTOM ROW:

Pl GAMMA MU
Pi Gamma Mu is the Social Science

ational Honorary Fraternity for
students who have had at least thirty quarter hours in social sciences. A
B-average in all social science work is required, while no grade may be
below a C. The group tries not only to inculcate ideals of scholarship in
the study of the social sciences, but endeavors to gain a better undertanding of the social problems of the present as related to those of other
times. These leaders in social thinking have many critical discussions on
the basis of the background they acquire in the department.
Although the group has dropped in membership, the group discussions still prove interesting and vital in helping students analyze the
world's ocial problems. Fall and spring initiation program were the
main features of the year's activities. The small number of members
made an elaborate program impossible.
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TOP ROW: Frederick, L. , Leichtman, Holst, Chapman , Barck e
SECO D ROW:
Isem.inger, R., Faust, Fyler, Boehlje,
a g le, D.
e BOTTOM ROW : Wirkler,
Oesterle, M.iss Gaffin

Pl OM~GA Pl
The goal of every ambitious commerce major 1s to become an active
member of Pi Omega Pi. The reason - it is the national commerce
honorary club. Anyone who is a sophomore, junior, or senior who is
proficient in typing, shorthand and accounting, and who has a B-average
in commercial work is eligible to become a member of Pi Omega Pi.
Pi Omega Pi is sponsored by Miss Gaffin and was organized for the
purpose of fostering a feeling of professional unity among students
specializing in commercial education. Miss Ga:ffin's home is the scene of
many informal gatherings and parties each quarter.
Elsie Oesterle preside over this commerce honorary this quarter.
Informal and formal initiations are held each quarter, and during the
spring the formal initiation is preceded by a banquet in honor of the
new members .

TOP ROW: Ba um, Dejonge, Holst, Ha ys, Seari g ht e SECOND ROW: Sa mson ,
BOTTOM ROW : Hill, Kurtz, Westbrook, Russell
Dunn, Holst, Lambertson •

PHI MU ALPHA SINFONIA
Are you deeply interested in and proficient in classical or popular music?
Then perhaps you are eligible to become a member of Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia. Prospective members are selected by the actives, and induction
services are held twice a year.
This year the group is smaller than it has ever been. The reason
is obvious, since the organization is composed of men. Their special
project is the enclosed bulletin board in Central Hall, which contains
bits of musical news and articles of interest from other chapters.
Phi Mu sponsors two recitals during the year, giving the members
a chance to show their ability.
Mr. Myron Russell is Supreme Counsellor and Mr. Frank Hill is
Province Governor. Earl Dunn serves as president of this national music
organization. Martin Holst is the other student member of this group.

TOP ROW: Thomae, Frederick,
L., Childs, Lutz, Sanders, Barck,
Cullinan, Halvorson, Ferguson
THIRD ROW: Skillen, Harder,
Sietmann, Garver, Siefken, Went•

land, Wallace, Sage, McCalley
SECOND ROW: Bridge, Butler,
Peacock, Hansen, G., Gillespie, Bertness, Challgren, Beck
BOTTOM ROW: Beckman,
Moore, Kriz, Carlson, Tussing,
Weaver

PURPL~ ARROW
About twice during the school year, a certain number of freshmen and
sophomore women appear on the campus with purple arrows pinned
across their sweaters. The rea on? They are being initiated into Purple
Arrow, honor society for girls in their first two years of college. To
become a member, a student must have a grade average of three-point,
and must show good habits of school citizenship on the campus. The
wearer of the purple arrow is looked up to by his classmates and is regarded
as a scholastic model by other students. Objectives of this organization
are to promote high standards in individual living and to further the best
interests of Iowa State Teachers College.
Veronica Tussing is president this year and George Kriz is secretarytreasurer. The organization has had "down-the-line" parties and Miss
Buxbaum, sponsor, was hostess to a tea for the members during the fall
term. Each quarter new girls are selected and initiated into this honorary
club for the younger girls on the campus.

TOP ROW: Mark, Miriam Hansen, Colson, Miss Emerson, Hurlbut, Toenjes • SECOND ROW:
Popoff, Reed, Anliker, Peacock,
BOTTOM ROW:
•
0' eil
Weiss, Margaret Hansen, Larson

SIGMA ALPHA IOTA
This year the Victory Musicale highlighted the activities of Sigma Alpha
Iota. The program was broadcast over KXEL from the auditorium and
proved to be a great success.
This national honorary fraternity for women has been organized
for the purpose of raising the standards of productive musical work
among the women students of colleges, universities, and conservatories.
The members also strive to uphold the highest ideals of a musical education and to further the development of music in America. Prospective
members are all given an opportunity to display their talent through an
audition before being pledged. Two meetings are held each month, one
a business meeting, the other a musicale.
Miss Olive Barker is the sponsor and Miss Starr and Miss Ruegnitz
are patronesses. Lois Barringar held the gavel for the fall term and was
succeeded by Margaret Hansen.

TOP ROW: Baumgartner, BrechMacy
Boysen,
Merryman,
biel,
BOTTOM ROW: Dickson, Roose,
Todd

SIGMA TAU DELTA
The first Thursday in every month finds the members of Sigma Tau
ational Honorary English Fraternity, seated around the table
Delta,
in the Women's Club Room, reading original compositions, poetry and
stories and eagerly awaiting constructive criticism from the rest of the
writers and their sponsor, Miss Terry. The potential writers thrive under
the helpful suggestion in the friendly informality of these meetings.
High scholarship in the field of English, outstanding ability in
self-expression and professional interest in furthering the art of writing,
serve as bases for selecting members. A B-average in English and Caverage in all other subjects are the academic requirement .
Social activities of the year are pledging of new members each
term and the dinner party for the English faculty.

TOP ROW: E. Smith, Mr.
Sage, Merryman, Tallman,
Perry • BOTTOM ROW:
Gray, Lauren, Mr. Thompson

SOCIAL SCIENCE HONORS
Social Science Honors has remained active the past year as a symbol
of achievement in understanding the problems of ociety. Though the
membership was low, the meeting had a challenge in this war year.
Pro pective members must have at lea t thirty hours of social science
work with a "B" average to be eligible. Social Science Honors serve
as a preliminary honor group to the national ocial science honorary,
Pi Gamma Mu.
Mr. Thompson, as head of the department of social science, i
sponsor of the group. Howard Lauren was elected president at a meeting
held early last fall. Howard has served well as president and has directed
the critical surveys of problems in clas es and led informal discus ions.
He was appointed by the Student League to institute meetings in the
social science department to di cu s problem .

TOP ROW: Ma as, Semm, Hart•
BOTman, Schaefer, Lord •
TOM ROW: Kusumoto, Miss
Sutherland, Meek, Laipple

THETA THETA EPSILON
Each year an invitation is extended to those students in home economics
who have faithfully pursued their work to become members of Theta
Theta Epsilon.
The requirements are that they earn at least a 2.8 average in 20
hours of home economics and a C average in all other work, as well as
being active members in the Ellen Richards Club, a departmental
organization, and other campus organizations.
After fulfilling these basic requirements, each girl is asked to write
a research paper on some current development in the field of home
ew members are initiated each term at an impressive
economics.
candlelight ceremony.
Dr. Sutherland, head of the department, is adviser, and other
faculty members in the department are honorary members. Mavis Meek
is president.

TOP ROW: Roose, Farnsworth,
• BOTTOM ROW: Gibson, Macy
Scott

TORCH AND TASSEL
Senior women who have a high scholar hip rating, and who have shown
outstanding ability as leaders and members of organizations on the
campus are eligible to become members of Torch and Tassel. Those
white mortar boards you see around during the fall and spring quarters
are indications that the wearer are going through the traditional informal
initiation. Torch and Tassel was chartered in 1940 and is one of the
newest organizations on the campus. The principle aim of the organization is service, and this is well shown in the work they have been doing
this year. They sponsored the blood bank in the fall, which was well
attended, and at Christmas time they instigated the sale of Christmas
seals. During the spring quarter they helped with the sale of Red Cros
memberships and contributions. Bette Gib on is pre ident of the organization.

'

'ACE

Trips to the Cedar Falls Art Gallery, parties at the advisors' homes,
interesting exhibits and enlightening talks alternate with activity periods
in the Art League's program. The members sponsor an exhibit of paintings and drawings in the art gallery in down-town Cedar Falls. This
offers a fine opportunity for students to display their artistic ability.
Weekly meetings are held in the art department of the vocational
building. During the meetings the members work on oil paintings, wood
carvings and textile designing.
The organization is sponsored by the department of arts and industrial arts, and Miss Conlon, Mr . Horns, and Mr. Palmer were chosen
to advise the league. June Jenks is president with Maxine Traynor
assi ting her. It is open to any student on the campus. The only requirement is a genuine interest in and love for fine and industrial arts.

TOP ROW: Scherich, Traynor, Kuhl, Bagge, B. Thompson
•
SECOND ROW: Marcussen, J.
Smith, Jordan, Wickham, Meisenholder •
BOTTOM ROW: Miss Conlon, Jenks, Mr. Palmer
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TOP ROW: Bredbenner, Eller, Richardson, Huber •

BOTTOM ROW: Nieman, Traynor, Mitchell

Student who are juniors or seniors and are majoring in Elementary
Education are privileged to become members of the Beta Alpha Epsilon
fraternity. One of the purpo es of the organization is to promote a
feeling of unity and under tanding among the members. Another purpose is to combine in an attractive and interesting way educational and
social opportunitie . Miss Peterson and Mr. Denny have very ably helped
the group toward this goal. Maxine Traynor was president, Margaret
eville, vice-pre ident, and Elaine ieman, secretary.
The year's program featured a variety of interesting speakers and
lively social meeting developed around the theme, "Culture for Ourelves". In February a formal initiation banquet was held in the faculty
dining room of the Commons, and Miss McClelland from the library
spoke. Other faculty speaker have included Miss Junge, Miss Conlon,
and Mr. Lantz.
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TOP ROW: Priem, Gustafson, Garver, Major, Pine
Wickham, Hart, Poitevin
•
BOTTOM ROW:

•
L.

SECOND ROW: Hawks, G. Hansen,
Smith, Horn, Brechbiel, Y. Jensen

,
The College Players group was organized in September, 1943, for students
interested in drama. Eligibility is based upon participation in a major
production. The student must serve as an apprentice one quarter. Hazel
B. Strayer and James Shaeffer are co-sponsors. Dorothy Hart, Myrna
Brechbiel, and Y dun Jensen have served as chairmen for the three quarters
of this year. Highlights of the year have been: an open meeting for
freshmen at which time colored slides of previous productions were
shown; a costume parade showing the historical dress from the age of
Hamlet to Florenz Ziegfield; a study of nine great American playwrights
continued through the winter term. Studio productions such as "Here
Come the Clowns" and "Philadelphia Story" were enthusiastically
worked out and presented to the group. The purpose of the organization
is to stimulate interest in drama on the campus.
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Do you remember the time you belonged to 4-H when you were in
high school? Remember those grand exhibits at the county and state
fairs? Why don't you renew and continue your interest in such a vital
organization by joining the Campus 4-H Club which has been organized
on our campus?
Meetings for the group are held every other week. At the e
gatherings outside speakers are a ked to address the group on topics of
interest. The members also participate in various activity programs
such a craft , picnics, and carol sings. Many of the members have been
outstanding workers in their home clubs. Miss Elizabeth
yholm is
ponsor for the Campus 4-H club. Mae Dittmer presides over the meetings, assisted by Mary Helen Holtby, while Charlene Rath records the
minutes. The members have come from various counties where they
have been demonstration team winners and county presidents.

TOP ROW: Ginger, Gertsen, A. Zimmerman, C. Rath
Higgins •
BOTTOM ROW: Dittmer, Holtby

•

SECO D ROW: Doolittle, Garner,

P AGE !O S

Anyone on the two-year elementary curriculum i eligible for memberhip in the Elementary Club. The aim of the organization are: to seek
a broader education through interesting and worthwhile talk given
by guest speakers, and to obtain closer relationships among the members
through various social functions . Mis Hankamp and Mis Hult are
the co- ponsor of chi organization. During the many meeting for
profe ional advancement, enlightening discus ion about variou problem
which the elementary teacher i likely to encounter, are participated in
by the eager members. Often times authorities on the problem under
di cu sion are invited in to enlighten the group for their future benefit.
Thus many valuable contacts are made which would be impos ible if
professional training were limited to cla sroom . The e meetings are
held every other Monday night .
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TOP ROW: Plumb, Brockmeyer, R. Petersen , E. L. Hansen, Wall, B. Benson • SECO D ROW:
Timmerman, Henderson, Bishop, Irwin, Durschmjdc • BOTTOM ROW: Turner, Harlan, White,
McBride
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TOP ROW: Howard, E. Kelly, Anders,
aegle, Meyer, Schoeneman, Lutz, Kennelly, Hanna,
ewel •
FOURTH ROW: Marilyn Smith, Beck, W. Hansen, L.
agel, B. Frandsen, orkery,
K. Frandsen, Lucille Nelson, Guldager • THIRD ROW: Wegand, Lindsey, Vaughn, A. Carlson,
Sietmann, B. Brown, Freeman, E. arlson • SECOND ROW: Challgren, Hiler, Russell, Powley,
Wurtzel, Hoversten, Gjerstad, C. Rath • BOTTOM ROW: Church, Stienekc, Hoffman, Bertram,
Frank, Siefken, Holtby

The group ha not allowed it elf to go stale. Any student can recall
po ter at the crossroads directing lementary Club students to meet
at a designated spot for a picnic, party, or similar ocial event. Sometimes they stay on the campus to roller- kate in the gym; sometimes they
go on a picnic, to a theatre, or roller-skating in Waterloo. The year
wa brought to a climactic end on the evening of May third . At this
time Elementary Club added a final touch to a succes ful year. An
informal banquet wa held at the Women's Clubhouse in downtown
Cedar Fall . It wa a la t big night by a closely knit organization.
Speaker entertained the group at the clo e of the meal. It i a policy
of long standing to elect a new president each quarter. Betty Carlson
began the year as leader. She was ably relieved during the winter quarter
by Jean Bertram, while Evon Kelly took the reins for the spring quarter.
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TOP ROW: Jordan, Cozad, M. Martin, J. Lund, Rambo, Cole, Edwards, Madsen, Fyler • THIRD
ROW: Piegors, Serum, Erickson, Wentland, Laipple, Lord, Fagan, Kelsh •
SECOND ROW:
Werner, Meek, M. Tucker, Strauel, Paden, Maas, Kusumoto
•
BOTTOM ROW: Ferguson ,
Lindeman, Schaefer, Miss Sutherland, Hartman, A. Kaiser

The war has again become the topic for consideration and discussion
in relation to our Home Economics department. The Ellen Richards
Club has as its theme, "The Participation of the Home Economist in
the War." At their bi-monthly programs they discuss consumers' problems, child care, war and the home, and other problems. Special events
of the year have included a fine Hallowe'en supper and party, a New
Year's party and a faculty tea. An interesting style show was held, based
on "Daisy Mae's Trip to the City." This gave the members a good chance
to display some of their styling and modeling ability. Several members
have participated in panel discussions on phases of conservation, broadcast over KXEL.
All home economics students, both majors and minors, are eligible.
Luverne Schaefer is president of the group, and Dr. Elisabeth Sutherland sponsor.
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Future Business Leaders of America is a comparatively new organization
on the campus, for it was first introduced in the spring of 1942. It is
the first chapter of the national organization in Iowa. Commercial
majors and minors may become members of this organization. The
fraternity was organized to assist in developing in prospective business
education teachers the qualities which they will be called upon to develop
in high school students and in maintaining high professional standards
in business education.
The meetings are bi-monthly- one program is educational and
the other is social. At the educational meetings various phases of business
and leadership problems are introduced and discussed. This has brought
about a knowledge of actual commercial practice which members find
useful in later life.
Dr. Skar is sponsor and Marian Fyler acts as president.

TOP ROW: Barck, Wirkler, Leichtman, Taylor, M. Martin, J. Lund, Erickson, Bissell • FOURTH
ROW: Holmes, Laipple, L. Frederick, Faust, Terfehn, Sanders, Chapman, E. Schiller • THIRD
ROW : R. Iseminger, Eggland, D. Nagle, Boehlje, Lindley, N. Moore, Laurie • SECOND ROW:
Hendrickson, Counsell, Rooker, Sage, Kindwall, Korpin •
BOTTOM ROW: Mr. Mayer, N.
lseminger, Fyler, Oesterle, Holst
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In 1941, a local club of the Future Teacher of America was organized
as the junior of
ational Education As ociation for the purpose of
giving future teachers experience in a professional organization. Its
member hip ha been increa ed and the group ha been very active thi
year. The attention of the member ha been centered on several pecific
aim : ( 1) to acquaint tudents with outstanding leaders in education,
( 2) to e tabli h F. T. A. organization in high school, and ( 3) to give
training in leadership of youth group .
Mis Je sie Parker, State Superintendent of Public Instruction, and
Mr . F. R. Kenison, president of the Iowa Congress of Parents and
Teachers have been peakers at F. T. A . meetings. Also during various
meeting problems which will confront the future teacher in Iowa have'
been di cussed. Any student who i preparing to teach is eligible for
membership.

TOP ROW: Lee, L. Johnson, Kriz, C. Martin, Holst, Margaret Hansen, K. Gleason, A. Frederick,
Wilson
•
FOURTH ROW: Bertram, Rasmussen, Hawley, Hoversten, Eller, Daly, Simons,
Brechbiel, Rockafellow •
THIRD ROW: Sage, Bertness, Hawks, Wagner, Maxwell, J. Smith,
Kindwall, Y. Jensen • SECOND ROW: Wells, Duncan, H. Martin, Hart, M. Peterson, C. Rath,
McGill • BOTTOM ROW: Gray, S. Nelson, Scott, Horn, Mr. Scott
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TOP ROW: Mr. Lambertson, Ferguson, Strand, D. Gleason, Mr. Fossum •
SECOND ROW:
Frank, Garver, Wallace, Hartman •
BOTTOM ROW: G. Hansen, Faust, Baumgartner, Reed

The after-dinner speaking contest in which the members of the Hamilton
Club participate every spring, is the grand climax to a year of social
and educational activities. The requirement for membership is an interest
in oral speaking and speaking activities in general. Francis Faust is
president this year, Eunice Baumgartner is vice-president, and Gladene
Hansen is secretary. Co-sponsors of the group are Mr. Fossum, speech
correction teacher, and Mr. Lambertson, head of the speech department, who is now devoting his time to the teaching of English to the
army classes.
The Brindley debate tournaments which were founded by former
speech professor William Brindley, are given here every year under the
sponsorship of the Hamilton Club. Members of the club and Delta
Sigma Rho act as judges at the speaking tournament.
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THIRD ROW:
TOP ROW: Bacher, Ormiston, K. Gleason, Spitzmillcr, Winter, Stewart •
P. Thompson, Setterburg, Schocmann, Flemmig, H . Martin, Hallenc • SECOND ROW: Davidson,
Roach, Miner, Shakespeare, St:imy, Wright • BOTTOM ROW: Beckner, Bazel, Schultz, Wessel,
Hesse

The purpo e of the Kappa Pi Beta Alpha organization is to create an
organized center of thought and action among Primary B. A. students
for the advancement of its members; first, intellectually, second, professionally, and third, socially. There is created in the members a desire
to succeed in their field and to apply the wealth of ideas and information
and approaches to education of small children which they have received
in their K. P. course here in school. All junior and senior students who
are in this field and who have an average scholastic standing may become
members.
Their programs this year have centered around the theme, "Children
in War Time." In May they scheduled an alumni banquet and a Mother's
Day banquet. These are the two outstanding social events of the year
for the members of Kappa Pi Beta Alpha.
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The Life-Saving Corps is composed of students who have received their
American Red Cross Standard Senior Life-Saving Certificates. They
meet once a week to practice and work for their \Vater Safety Instructor's
badge. During a week in January an examiner conducted a fifteen-hour
water safety instructor's cour e.
The trikingly beautiful and impre sive Water Carnival which is
pre ented in the spring is one of the projects of the Life-Saving Corp .
Fancy swimming and diving are out tanding and swimming races keep
up a lively intere t. Mis White i spon or of the group. Barbara Heig
is pre ident and Mary Jean Hurlbut is captain of the group thi year.
During the fall quarter the girls acted as judges for everal different
kind of diving and swimming conte t participated in by ome of the
ir Corps on the campu .

TOP ROW:
ewton, Daly, Arrasmith, Kavka, Halverson, Rambo, Bennett, Wainwright
THIRD ROW: Long, Jones, Maxwell, Orr, eil en, Johnson • SECO D ROW: Kolind, Knight,
Shannahan, Protheroe, Deane
•
BOTTOM ROW: Miss Michel, Porter, Heig, Miss White
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TOP ROW: Schnoor, Norine, Kuhl, Koch , Veren, O'Toole, Gertsen , Eberly, J . Sullivan, Degenaar
THIRD ROW: Otteman, Whitlow, Reasoner, Fink, Collier, Murdock, B. Anderson, Fouts, Ballou,
Juhl • SECOND ROW: M. Taylor, Frye, Redman, Shimek, Stone, Long, Gulbranson, Higgins
BOTTOM ROW: Cleveland, McCullough, K. Martin , Teske, Kettering, Carter, Barrett

TOP ROW: J . Peterson, Shelquist , Struve, Nash , Plath, Howard , Buck, Wi ckersheim, Cavender
THIRD ROW: Aiken, J. Nagel, Breiholz, DuPre, G. Schultz, Brunes, Groteboer, Christian,
SECOND ROW: Garner, Ba ker, Buthma n , Engstrom, Heide, Rowe,
McArthur, Charlson •
BOTTOM ROW : Ma rx, L. Nelson, Dunlap, C. Johnson ,
Kuhn, Dietz, Brownell, Grothaus •
A. J. Lund, Blume, Nierman
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TOP ROW: Jewell, V. Olson, Fox, L. Johnson, Rose, Benson, Iverson, Tanner, Bagge • THIRD
ROW: Doolittle, Fenimore, Brooks, Hawley, Simons, Henriksen, Morford, Bortz •
SECOND
ROW: Thomas, Hyde, McLaughlin, Wagner, Rasmussen, P . Hanson , Marcussen, Guthrie
BOTTOM ROW: Engelson, Wilson, Lee, J. Smith, Gildersleeve, Bong

TOP ROW: Crouse, A. Frederick, Dittmer, Mathiasen, Howe, Childs, Blakely, Cullinan, B. R.
Perry
•
THIRD ROW: Sinning, Bobzin, Hadley, Saupe, Westerberg, Bartley, Gillespie,
Greenlee •
SECOND ROW: Weaver, McGill, Meisenholder , Signs, Tussing, Peterson, Corey,
Bridge •
BOTTOM ROW: Wells, Duncan, Rockafellow, Kriz, Rubenbauer, Lesher
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TOP ROW: Kindwall, Newton, Merritt, Porter, Kavka, Bronner, Heig, Rambo, Stump, Miss
Moore, Langrock, Arrasmith, Bennett, Protheroe • THIRD ROW: Kolind, Shannahan, Schlattman, Orr, Saak, Dailey, Murphy, Miss Humiston, Blazer, Wainwright, Mark, Royer • SECOND
ROW: Ramsdell, Welch, Steffy, Maxwell, Potter, Henry, J. Johnson, Knight, M. Johnson, Mullaley,
Deane, Hawks, Mershon • BOTTOM ROW: Miss Michel, Miss Van Ness, V. J. Smith, Kolling,
Halverson, Piper, Sykes, Miss White, Miss Wild

Physical Education majors and minors make up the membership of the
Physical Education Club, sponsored by Miss Grace Van ess. This club
is organized to create unity and good will among the congenial students
of the department. They meet twice a quarter to promote the professional
and social interests of the students, and to strengthen the relationships
between teachers and students. Another purpose of the organization is
to supply a means of coordinating activities within the department.
During the fall, the members hold a get-acquainted meeting for
freshmen and transfers who are eligible for membership. The events of
the year include a fall picnic, a Christmas party, and spring frolic .
Lolas Halverson acts as president of the group, and Carleen Kolling,
as vice- pres id en t.
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You are eligible to become a member of the Rural Teachers Club if
you are registered on a twelve-week normal training course or have
decided co study longer on a three-quarter or four-quarter rural course.
The meetings are held once a month and are a combination of social
good times and educational inspiration. Several roller skating partie
have proved very successful. At their meetings they have had various
speakers, among chem the head of the County Health Service in Black
Hawk County, who talked to the member about the health situations
in the many chools of the vicinity. Discussions are conducted and headed
by Marilyn Pauls, president of the group, and they di cuss the common
problem of discipline, administration and guidance which the rural
teacher has to face. Mis Hult and Mr. Slacks are the faculty spon ors.

TOP ROW: Boss, B. L. Scott, Dutton, Berentson, Sessler, E. Johnston, A. Hanson, Payne
THIRD ROW: Moeller, Kitzman, Mulder, G. Lund, Furst, Wenzel , Ayers, Goldhorn • SECOND
BOTTOM ROW:
ROW: Strackbein, V. Phillips, L. Benson, Downing, Flaig, Cook, Ungler •
Wcirup, Ginger, Pauls, Blau, Coffman, K. ullivan
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TOP ROW: Arrasmith, Bronner, Martin, Halverson , Bennett •
SECOND ROW: Ramsdell,
Stelfy, Daly, Dailey, Schlattman • BOTTOM ROW: Henry, Kolind, Miss Michel, Miss Humiston

"Let's keep :fit" seemed to be the motto of the Women's Athletic Association this year, more than ever before, because of the all-out effort for
health during war.
The W. A. A. sponsors all types of recreational games for every
kind of athlete. The council, headed by Lucille Kolind, is a supervi ing
board made up of representative from variou interest clubs and of
leaders in ports elected by the women of the school. The council, with
the recreational director, plans the year's activities, and every woman
tudent is privileged to participate in this program.
Other recreation - hockey, basketball, volleyball, and softball intramurals, hiking, ice carnival, and high school play day - provided for
a full chedule of sports for everyone all year. Miss Humiston and Miss
Michel act as co-sponsors of this lively group.
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TOP ROW:
B,·anner, Haes,
Stieneke, Greene •
BOTTOM
ROW: Wenzel, Kuhn, Hinck,
Bertram

GAMMA DELTA
LUTHERAN GIRLS

KAPPA PHI
METHODIST GIRLS

TOP
Brooks,

ROW:

Erickson,

Dittiner,

Potts,

Rath,
York,

Flemmig, Bredbenner, Flathers,
Peterson
•
THIRD ROW:
Clarke, Crouse, Rockafellow,
Webbink,
Morford,
Bennett,
Bare, Wells, Garner, McGill
SECO D ROW: Logan, Rooker,
Buthman, Harder, Hadley, Lang,
Weaver, Hesse
•
BOTTOM
ROW : Paden, Grell, Brechbiel,
Ottman, Piper, Blakely
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TOP ROW: L. Nelson, Benson,
Norine, J. Nelson, Kuhl, Tanner,
Holm, Juhl, Hyde •
THIRD
ROW:
Bertness, P. Hanson ,
Hoversten, Meints, Wall, D.
White, Otteman
•
SECOND
ROW: Westerberg, Harlan, Jensen, V. Olson, Schlegel, S. Nelson,
Nieman
•
BOTTOM ROW:
Dr. Skar, Bortz, Leichtman , Freeman, Gjcrstad, E. Martin

L. S. A
LUTHERAN
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NEWMAN CLUB
CATHOLIC

TOP ROW: H. Martin, Corkery,
Chapman, O'Toole, Halverson,
VanAnne, J. Sullivan •
SEC0 D ROW: Mullaley, McArthur, Dailey, Weeks, Shimek,
Kepler
•
BOTTOM ROW:
Schoen1ann, Kriz, Lyons, Duncan,

K. Sullivan
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M. Lindsey,
TOP ROW:
Payne, Boss, Howe, Childs,
ECO DROW:
Bishop •
Kolpin, Dicrschmidt, Lesher,
Trottnow, Harken • BOTTOM ROW: B. Wilson, D.
Winter,
Bobzin,
Terfchn,
Guldager

PHI CHI DELTA
PRESBYTERIAN GIRLS
'
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PLYMOUTH CLUB
CONGREGATIONAL

TOP ROW: Signs, Kurtz,
Bagge, Hach, Hart •
E 0 D ROW: Guthrie, Hanse n, Saupe, Pappas • BOTTOM ROW:
Gildersleeve,
Garver, Mrs. Parry
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TOP ROW: Lindsey, Holmes, B.
Wilson • BOTTOM ROW: D.
Winter, Gray

PRESBYTERIAN
FELLOWSHIP

THETA EPSILON
BAPTIST

TOP ROW: L. Smith, E.
Jensen, L. V. Nash, L.
ash, Klohs, Bochljc,
SECOND
•
Church
ROW: Perry, L. Benson,
J. Erickson, Meisenholder,
Hawks, M. Stone • BOTTOM ROW: Roach, Schaefer, Weir, J. South
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TOP ROW: Kolpin, Heinz, Tcrfehn,
D.
Thomae,
Holmes
SECO D ROW: Ha Ilene, M.
Jones, D. Bartley, Mitchell, Lindley •
BOTTOM ROW: Lutz,
Zimmerman, Wheeler

U.S. M.
INTERD~NOM INATIONAL

WESLEY COUNCIL
METHODIST

TOP ROW:
Lang,
Crouse,
Flathers, Morford • SECOND
ROW:
Paden,
Rockafellow,
Hesse • BOTTOM ROW: Mrs.
Bradford, Mark, Wells
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At their regular meetings in the Commons on Wednesday evenings the
girls of the Delta Phi Delta sorority write letters to service men from T. C.
and send College Eye subscriptions to them. Marie McCalley was chosen
as presiding officer for this year.
Carrying out the autumn theme, they sponsored a spread in the
dormitory. A Harvest Tea for members and pledges was held at the
home of one of the sponsors, Mrs. G. G. Gates. During rushing Miss
May Smith and Miss Amy Arey gave a dinner party for the actives and
new pledges, and other informal gatherings at sponsors' homes were
emphasized.
Intramural sports between actives and pledges and other sororities
were enjoyed during the winter. The traditional picnic took place
during the spring quarter.
These various activities carried out through the year help to promote
their main purpose which is to create and develop friendship among
their members.

DELTA PHI DELTA
TOP ROW: D. Bartley, Edwards, Madsen, Spitzmiller, Kilpatrick, Bazel, Bacher, Wagoner, Pine
THIRD ROW: M. Smith, Moodie, J. Johnson, Toenjes, Setterberg, Reimer, Slade, Kelsh, Jewell
SECOND ROW: Pappas, Meek, Entz, Vincent, Fratzke, Hallene, Beckner • BOTTOM ROW: D.
Fox, Jolly, McCalley, Trunkcy, Stein

TOP ROW: Todd, J.
Ferguson, J. Simpson

elson, M. Hansen, Cole, D. Gleason • SECO D ROW: Hart, Anliker,
• BOTTOM ROW: Kitchen, Mullaley, P. Scott

KAPPA T~~TA PSI
Thi bunch is united to have fun and keep up the ocial spirit of their
very Friday afternoon the pledges entertain the active with a
girl .
skit or two, songs and joke . Bette Gibson is pre ident, Kathleen Mullaley
i vice-pre ident, Gertrude Kitchen i ecretary and Miriam Hansen i
treasurer. Organized in 1898, they meet to form a closer a sociation
with a elect group of girl . Their color are roe and silver, and the ros ...
is their flower.
Several activities are checked on their ocial calendar for the year.
Picnics are in order in the fall. Ru hing, pledging, and formal initiation
orientate the new member . They have been prominent in inter-sorority
activities. The purcha e of war tamps and bonds has been one of their
outstanding projects for the year.
Like the majority of the other organizations on the campu the
Kappa girls have been donating their time and money to local Red Cross
activities. The e activities include rolling bandages and preparing boxes
for servicemen.

TOP ROW: Walls, Chapman, J. Lund, M. Martin, Kuhl, Isaacson • THIRD ROW: Wickham,
Woodruff, Gillespie, Zack, Grafenberg • SECOND ROW: Jenks, Maas, L. Solomon, Hammetter
BOTTOM ROW: Roose, Hurlbut, Fyler

Any girl doing active work at T. C., who has at least a C average, and
who meets with the unanimous approval of the members of the sorority
is eligible for membership in the
u Omicron u Sigma Phi sorority.
Their aims are to develop social and intellectual progress, as well
as accuracy, reliability and good fellowship among members and to do
their bit for the war effort. Mary Jean Hurlbut is ably leading the group
toward this goal.
The pledges gave the actives a dinner at Jo Lund's home in December.
Mrs. Starbeck's home was the cene of winter pledging, and her attic
offered the right atmo phere for informal initiation. An annual Christmas Party wa held in the "Rec" room of Lawther. Several dinner-theater
parties were enjoyed in Waterloo.
u Omicron u Sigma Phi is a combination of two sororities. They
have the distinction of being the fir t two social sororities on the Teachers
College campus. In 1918 they united.

The purpose of the Phi Sigma Phi sorority is to foster a sisterhood for
social and scholastic development. President of the organization this
year was Dorothy Deane. Jane Porter, vice-president, Mary Jane
Protheroe, secretary, Carol Sage, treasurer, and Norma Moore, reporter,
were her support1ng staff. Mrs. Marshall Beard, Miss Doris E. White,
and Miss Rowena Edwards are the sponsors.
Requirements for membership to this sorority are fifteen hours of
college work, a C-average, and payment of pledge and active dues.
The Phi Sigs were organized in 1918. This year, as always, they
have had lots of fun together. Highlights of the year were the fall picnic,
spreads, get-togethers, homecoming luncheons, and best of all - the
winter and spring dances.
All of that time the girls spent in knitting sweaters for their fellows
in the service was not wasted. They really fit! Those stamps and bonds
are going to help a lot, too.

TOP ROW: Cavender, Daly, Rambo, Silver, J. Peters, Fagan, R. Fischer •
THIRD ROW: M.
Hall, Kurtz, Vaughn, Potter, McCullough, Kindwall, Steffy • SECOND ROW: Signs, Daniels,
S. Nelson, Christian, Hoversten, Hawks •
BOTTOM ROW: Gustafson, Moore, Deane, Sage,
Porter

What a lot of fun the girls in the Pi Phi Omega sorority have every
year! The fall quarter was started out right by a picnic at Mrs . Wagner'
home, one of the sponsors. Of course the fall and winter rushing programs were exciting, consisting of spreads and theatre parties.
Toward the end of the winter quarter a farewell party was given,
honoring the winter graduates. Informal and formal initiation were
held in the spring, as usual. \Xlhat more could you ask as a good way
to promote friendliness and comradeship among a group of girls? This
year they are proud to announce that Jean Bertram, one of the actives,
was chosen as the Service Men's Sweetheart.
Irvene Farnsworth is president and Lavonne Eller assists her in the
capacity of vice-president.
Their sorority colors are pink and white and the flowers are pink
and white roses. Mrs. C. S. Jackson, Mrs. John Horns, and Mrs. Guy
Wagner are the sponsors of this organization.

TOP ROW: Saupe, Hanna, Cunningham, Bronner, Kavka, Bertram, D. White, Storey • SECOND
ROW: Wright, Bridge, Joens, Beck, Doolittle, Stamy, R asmussen o BOTTOM ROW: Harlan,
Eller, I. Farnsworth, D. Lee, Wagner

TOP ROW: Lindley, K. Frandsen, Schultz, Holmes
BOTTOM ROW: Peterson, Flynn
•
Wells

•

SECOND ROW: Chapin,

J.

Smjth,

Doem't a fireplace supper sound like fun? Pi Tau Phi- women's social
sorority, participated in this activity at Mrs. Buffum's last fall. Mrs.
Buffum, one of the sponsors, entertained the girls at the annual Christmas
party in her home. Gifts were exchanged and everyone sang carols for
a grand climax to the evening. This is a fine way of developing and
increasing friendships, which is one of the aims of the sorority. Margaret
Laipple presided over the regular meetings as they voted for new members,
planned parties and activities for the year. A representative theater party
was held in the spring. This sorority was founded in 192 5, and its purpose
is to seek friendship and promote cultural, social, and mental development. Their colors are orchid and green, and their flower is the tea rose.
Miss Marna Peterson, Miss Gertrude Hankamp, Mrs. E. L. Ritter, and
Mrs. Hugh S. Buffum are sponsors for Pi Tau Phi sorority.

Approximately fifteen alumni attended the informal homecoming
week-end of the Pi Theta Pi sorority this fall. An overnight hike to
Hartman Reserve, a canoe trip up the river, bowling, and theater parties
were other outstanding events of the year. Four five-pound parties were
held by Christmas time. Owners of the new sparklers are Junealice Carlson, Marilyn Greenlee, Dorothy Clark, and Marilyn Cozad, who is
president of the sorority.
An all-round friendly girl with a two point average for the preceding quarter fulfills the requirements for membership to this active
group that was organized in 1904.
The aims of the Pi Theta Pi's deepen the ties of friendship among
the girls of the sorority and bring culture and refinement into their
nature. Friday afternoons is the time of their weekly meeting, and the
women's club room is the place. Their colors are sweetheart blue and
gold, and the tea rose is their flower.

THIRD ROW:
•
TOP ROW: Thompson, Gallagher, Flemmig, DeWitt, Perfect, Greenlee
SECOND ROW: Hendrick•
Ritz, Shakespeare, Carrothers, Fairlie, S. Fisher, Dietz, Wood
BOTTOM ROW: Colson, Larson, Uban, Popoff,
•
son, Logan, Lyon, Lang, Paden, Kepler
Gulbranson

TOP ROW: Davis, M. Smith, K. Gleason, Garver
Wentland, Voorhees

•

BOTTOM ROW: Tucker, Gaffney,

Every Wednesday evening finds the Tau Sigma Delea sorority meeting
under the leadership of Jane \Vencland, president.
Tau Sig events of the year have been varied and interesting. On
ovember 19 a farewell dinner was held at Blacks Tea Room for Ruch
Gremmels and Helen Gaer. Pledging cook place on December 8. As a
special holiday event, a Christmas bridge party was given for the new
pledges and the sponsors. Besides their many informal get-togechers, they
also enjoyed a dance and party during the spring quarter.
The purpose of the sorority is not only to promote better and lasting
friendships, but also to do their best on behalf of the war effort. This
group was organized in 1912 for the purpose of furthering social activity
on the campus. They have chosen yellow and white as their colors and
the Talisman rose as their flower. Mrs. H. A. Riebe, Mrs. Carl H. Erbe,
and Mrs. A. E. Brown are sponsors.

TOP ROW: Dailey, S. Nielsen, Van Houten, La n g rock, Kriz, Lund, J. , Priem, Thompson , G. ,
THIRD ROW : Reynolds , Bare, Skillen, Peters, Smithe, V. J. , Heater ,
•
Sykes, Merritt
SECO D ROW: Hauser, Wall , Johnson, Orr, Welch ,
Peterson , J., Bartley , M., Flathers •
BOTTOM ROW: Arrasmith , Tussin g, Kolind , Kollin g, Bertness,
Rooker, Moore, L. , Royer •
Halverson

Carleen Kolling was chosen as pres id enc for the Theta Garns chis year.
Lucille Kolind was vice-president, Veronica Tussing acted as trea urer,
and Joyce Bertness was secretary. Theta Gamma u was organized in
1926. The aim of chis sorority is to promote friendship, cholar hip, and
leadership. Their colors are blue and silver and the white ro e i their
flower.
Seventeen new pledges kept the active busy during the year. Gloria
Thompson, one of the winter quarter pledge , was chosen one of the Old
Gold beauties. Homecoming was a big event on the Theta Garn social
calendar during the winter term. Many of the grads were back co enjoy
the campus again with sorority sisters. There were two five-pound parties,
hidey Hauser and Gloria Thompon were the hostesses. The senior
dinner is the scarred activity of the spring quarter. Dr. E. Sutherland
and Mrs. M. L. Grant are sorority ponsors.

SECO
•
TOP ROW: Kolling, McCallcy, Farnsworth, Laipple, Wentland
BOTTOM ROW: Porter, Gleason , K., Traynor
Deane, Cozad, Gibson •

D ROW: Hurlbut,

Kay Gleason was elected president of the inter-sorority council this year,
with Maxine Traynor as ecretary-treasurer, and Jane Porter, social
chairman. Member of the inter-sorority council include the presidents
of the nine social sororities, because they are in direct contact with their
sororities and inter-sorority's activities and three elective officers. Mis
Campbell is an ex-officio member of this group.
The aim of the inter-sorority council is to build and increase loyalty
and friendship between the individual sororities and to promote sincere
inter-sorority cooperation and interests.
In October the council spon ored an inter-sorority varieties program.
On Sunday, ovember 14, 1943, a tea was given to new freshman girl
in the Georgian Lounge. The Rushee romp was held at the beginning
of the winter term in the Commons. Programs were given by each of the
individual sororities. The scholarship trophy was pre ented in the spring.

•

•

Jia Ladck nnade • letter from • T. C. ,nd..ce
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BERDEA BECK ER, Clear Lake, Kindergarten - Primary
•
CHARLOTTE
BE
ETT, Rockwell City, Physical Education •
MARIE BOYS£ , Morning
Sun, English
MYR A BRECHBIEL, Yale, English
MA VILLE BRO, Exira, Science (Chemistry)
•
EST A CAR VER, San Juan,
Porto Rico, Social Science
IVA CHAPMA , Blairsburg, Commercial
Education
•
DORIS COLE, Cedar
Falls, Home Economic
•
MARIL Y
COZAD, Waterloo, Home Economic
AG ES CU
I GHAM, Volga, Biological Science • DOROTHY DEA E,
Cresco, Physical Education • ELAI E
DICKSO , Menlo, English
LA VO
E ELLER, Radcliffe, EleJ.nentary Education
•
IR VE E
.:' AR SWOR TH, Primghar, English
MARIA
FYLER, Charles City, Commerce

1944
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• Margaret Miner and
La Vonne Eller sit in on
the last word in education

BETTE GIBSON, Waterloo, Commercial
Education •
BASIL GRAY, Bussey,
Social Science • HAZEL GUSTAFSON,
Mason City, English
MILDRED HACH, Marshalltown, School
Music (Voice)
•
LOLAS HALVERSO , Conde, South Dakota, Physical
Education • MARGARET HANSE ,
Cedar Falls, School Music (Organ)
BARBARA HEIG, Worthington, Minnesota, Physical Education •
MAR TIN
HOLST, Cedar Falls, Commercial Education • MARGARET HOR , Tipton,
English
LUCILLE HUIBREGTSE, Monticello,
English •
EVA ISEMINGER, Hud son, Commercial Education •
RUTH
ISEMI GER, Hudson, Commercial Education
MARVEL JO ES, Hawkeye, Science
(Biology, Chemistry)
•
HARRIET
JORDAN, Glidden, Art •
LOLEATI
KELLEHER, Elkader, Home Economics

I Barb Heig keeps the
home lights burning

1944
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CARLEE KOLLI G, West Des Moines,
Physical Education
•
MARGARET
KOLTHOFF, Cherokee, Elementary Education
•
MASAKO KUSUMOTO,
Puunene, Maui, Hawaii, Home Economics
MARGARET LAIPPLE, Cedar Rapid ,
Home Economics • HOWARD LAURE , Burlington, Social Science • RUTH
A
LAURIE, Mason City, Commerce
HOPE LEE, Auburn, English •
ELFRIEDA LEHMA
, Algona, Commercial Education • JOSEPH! E LU D,
Waterloo, Home Economics
VIRGI IA MACY, Grundy Center,
English •
MARY MARK, Yarmouth,
Public School Music • JOYCE MAXWELL, Arlington, South Dakota, Physical
Education

DAVIDE E McGI
IS, Center Point,
Kindergarten-Primary • MAVIS MEEK,
Charles City, Home Economics • JOA
MERRYMA , Marshalltown, Social Science

1944
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• Elaine Dickson serves
'em up

MARJORIE MOODIE, Waverly, KinSARAH NEL•
dergarten-Primar y
SON, Roland, Kindergarten - Primary
ELEANOR NICOLL, Mechanicsville,
English
ELAINE NIEMAN, Guttenberg, ElemenELSIE OESTERLE,
tary Education •
Amana, Commercial Education • JOAN
O' EIL, Mason City, School Music (Voice)
HELEN ORMISTON, Brooklyn, Kindergarten-Primary • MARJORIE PERRY,
JOAN
Clear Lake, Social Science •
PIPER, Madison, South Dakota, Physical
Education
MAGDELINE POPOFF, Waukegan, IlliJANE
•
nois, School Music (Voice)
PORTER, Waterloo, Physical Education
MARY JANE PROTHERO£, Eldora,
Physical Education
AILEEN RAMBO, Keosauqua, Home EcCAROL REED, Waterloo,
onomics •
Public School Music (Organ) • VIRGINIA ROACH, Plainfield, KindergartenPrimary

• Magdeline Popoff just
strings 'em along

1944
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ROOSE, Allison, English
MARIA
LUVER E SCHAEFER, Cresco, Home
Economics • IRE E SCHLATTMA ,
Sheridan, \'v'yoming, Physical Education
DOROTHY SCHULTZ, Postville, Kindergarten-Primary • PE ELOPE SCOTT,
Cedar Falls, Kindergarten - Primary
E SEMM, Plainfield, Home EcoA
nomics, English
PHYLLIS SHAKESPEARE, Central City,
Kindergarten-Primary • MARY ELLE
SQUIRES, Colo, Social Science • MARY
STEI , Burlington, Kindergarten-Primary
ELEA OR STEWART, Cedar Falls, KinMrs. EDITH
•
dergarten - Primary
STRAIT, Larchwood, Elementary Educa WILMA T ALLMA , Guthrie
tion •
Center, History
RICHARD VA DYKE, Cedar Falls,
Science (Chemistry) • LEO A WEISS,
Waterloo, School Music (Violin), Science
ew
WESSEL,
JEA
•
(Biology)
Hartford, Kindergarten-Primary

1944
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• Penny Scott and Jane
Porter lead Student
League

SHIRLEY BAGGE, Fonda, KindergartenMARGERY BARTLEY,
•
Primary
Laurens, Kindergarten-Primary • JU E
BECK, Royal, Elementary
BE SO , Alden, KinderMARY A 1
BER TRAM,
JEA
garten-Primar:y •
Ireton, lementary • GLADYS BLAKELY, Ca tana, Kindergarten-Primary
BOBZI , Cedar Falls,
RUTH HELE
BEVERLY
•
Kindergarten - Primary
BORTZ, Callender, Kindergarten-Primary
PATRICIA BRIDG , Cedar Rapids, Kindergarten-Primary
BETTY BROW , Kirkman, Elementary
ADELi E CARLSO , Paton, Elementary
ELIZABETH CARL O , Lanyon, Elementary
ILE E CARROTHER , Manche ter, Kindergarten-Primary • FRA CES CATHCART, Rockwell City, Elementary
MARLYS CHALLGRE , Harcourt, Elementary

Lauren
• "Buck"
springs from bed at
crack of dawn

1944
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JANE CHILDS, Manchester, KindergarBEVERLY CHURCH,
ten-Primary •
• CLAUDIA
Elementary
New Hartford,
COREY, Des Moines, Kindergarten - Primary
SHIRLEY CROUSE, Paullina, KindergarJEAN ANN CUNN•
ten-Primary
INGHAM, Boone, Kindergarten-Primary
DONNA DANIELS, Blairsburg, Kindergarten-Primary
MAE DITTMER, Colesburg, KindergartenPrimary • NAYDA DOOLITTLE, Story
City, Kindergarten-Primary • DEVOTA
DUNCAI , Cresco, Kindergarten-Primary
ELEANOR ENGELSON, Hubbard, Kindergarten-Primary • LOIS FENIMORE,
Numa, Kindergarten-Primary • RUTH
FLEMING, Marion, Elementary
CAPITOLIA FLYNN, West Chester,
KAY FRANDSEN, Garwin,
Rural •
WILMA FRANDSEN,
Elementary •
Garwin, Elementary

1944

• Marvel Jones and
Dick Van Dyke: the
Curie and Pasteur of

T.C.
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BARBARA FRA K, Fenton, Elementary
ALICE FREDERICK, Marion, Kindergarten-Primary • ELAI E FREEMA ,
Boxholm, Elementary
MILDRED GILDERSLEEVE, Gilbert,
Kindergarten - Primary •
VIRGI IA
GILLESPIE, Coon Rapids, KindergartenPrimary
•
LUCILLE GJERST AD,
Corwith, Elementary
MARILY
GREE LEE, Council Bluffs,
Kindergarten-Primary • RUTH GULDAGER, Ackley, Elementary •
AOMA
GUTHRIE, Clarinda, Kindergarten-Primary
RUTH HA
A, Spencer, Elementary
WILMA HA SE , Primghar, Elementary
PHYLLIS HA SO , Callender, Kindergarten-Primary
HELE HARDER, Missouri Valley, Elementary • ED A HAWE, Manchester,
Kindergarten-Primary • LAURA LEE
HA \VLEY, Olin, Kindergarten - Primary

• Manville Bro acquires
that teaching technique

1944
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JOYCE HILER, Rockwell City, ElemenBETTY HODGE, Rockwell,
tary •
Elementary • JEA HOFFMA , Moville, Elementary
MARY HELE HOL TBY, Maxwell, EleMAZEL HOVERSTE ,
•
mentary
MARJORIE
•
Roland, Elementary
HOWARD, Dayton, Elementary
BETTY HUEBSCH, Humboldt, Elementary • B TTY HYDE, Correctionville,
DORTHA
•
Kindergarten - Primary
!VERSO , Marshall, Kindergarten -Primary
LOI JOH O , Aurelia, KindergartenPrimary • MELBA JOH SO , Dike,
Kindergarten -Primary • EVO~ KELLY,
Fort Dodge, Elementary
GEORGIA KRIZ, Milford, Kindergarten Primary • ELI OR KUEHL, Hartley,
Kindergarten - Primary • DOROTHY
LEE, Le Mar , Kindergarten -Primary

1944
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• Lolas Halverson and
Joyce Maxw-ell brush up
on rhythm

VIRGI IA BELLE LESHER, Clarion,
Kindergarten - Primary
•
ELBERT A
LUTZ, Dy art, Elementary • ETHEL
MARCUSS
, Cedar Falls, KindergartenPrimary
RUTH MATHIASE , Harlan, Kindergarten-Primary • DOROTHY M GILL,
Lett , Kindergarten-Primary •
MARJORIE MEI T , Central City, Elementary
ELSIE MEISE HOLDER, Springfield,
Oregon, Kindergarten-Primary • MARGARET MEYER, Stanley, Elementary
LOUISE MOORE, Keswick, Elementary
VIOLET MORFORD, Ma on City, Kindergarten-Primary •
PHYLLIS
AEGLE, Arnolds Park, Elementary • LA
VO
E AGEL, Lime Springs, Elementary
LA VO
E EWEL, Fenton, Elementary
VELMA OLSO , Pilot Mound, Kindergarten-Primary •
DOROTHY PAVLOVEC, Fort Atkinson, KindergartenPrimary

• Shirley Crouse and
Doris Rey nolds chomp a
snack before work

1944
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BEULAH ROSE PERRY, Sac City, KinMARGARET
•
dergarten - Primary
PETERSON, Clarion, Kindergarten-PriMARY POWLEY, Dunlap,
mary •
Elementary
LOIS RASMUSSEN, Goldfield, Kindergarten-Primary • CHARLENE RATH,
Algona, Elementary • DORIS REY OLDS, Laurens, Elementary
MARJORIE ROCKAFELLOW , Wapello,
VA ETTA
Kindergarten - Primary •
ROSE, Omaha, Nebraska, KindergartenBETTY JEAN RUBE Primary •
BAUER, Albion, Kindergarten - Primary
MAXI E RUSSELL, Plainfield, Elementary • FRANCES SAUPE, Primghar,
RUTH
•
Kindergarten - Primary
SCHOE EMA , Parkersburg, Elementary
SHELP, Auburn, Rural
JO A
SHIRLEY SIEFKE , Rembrandt, ElemenKA THERINE SIETMA
•
tary
Haverhill, Elementary

1944
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• Shelp uses open shelf
system

MARJORIE SIGNS, Mingo, KindergartenGRACE SIMONS, Ireton,
Primary •
Kindergarten-Primary • LOUISE SI I G, Lennox, Kindergarten - Primary
JEAN SMITH, Waterloo, KindergartenPrimary • MARILY SMITH, Waterloo, Elementary • FRA CES STIENEKE, Quimby, Elementary
ER, Eagle Grove,
MARGARET TA
DOROTHY
Kindergarten - Primary •
KindergartenTHOMAE, Gladbrook,
MADELI E THOMAS,
•
Primary
Hubbard , Kindergarten-Primary
VERO ICA TUSSI G, Laurens, Kindergarten-Primary • MARY VAUGH ,
Bloomfield, Kindergarten - Primary
JOYCE WAG ER, Glidden, Kindergarten-Primary
WEA VER, Fairbank, KinMA YDEA
dergarten-Primary • FLORENCE WEBBI K, Rolfe, Kindergarten - Primary
MARY LOU WEGA D, Greene, Elementary

• A penny for your
thoughts, "Beanie"

1944
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LOIS WELLS, Marathon, Kindergart enPrimary • VIRGINIA WESTERB URG,
Callender, Kindergar ten-Primar y • BARBARA WILSO , Cherokee, Kindergart enMARJOR IE WURTZE L,
Primary •
Dysart, Elementary

1944
• "Pritch" - just a
home girl at heart

I
I

I

I
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LUCILLE BOSS, Coggon
BER ADI E BO\'v'ERS, Runnells
BARBARA COFFMAN, Columbia

WYONNA COLLINS, Elberon
LAURA DOW I G, Oto
BEYERL Y FURST, Lakota

GENEVIEVE GI GER, Spencer
DARLE E GOLDHORN, George
AUDREY HANSON, Goldfield

JOYCE HEL VICK, Humboldt
ELEANOR JOHNSTON, Ellston
BETTY MILLER, Muscatine

DORIS MOELLER, Beaman
HELE E MULDER, Rock Rapids
IN A MAE PAYNE, Traer

• Margaret Hansen
knuckles down!

1944
P AGE 14 9

KATHRYN SULLIVAN, Corning
GOLDIA UNGER, Corwith
NAOMI WEIRUP, Maquoketa
DOLORES WE ZEL, Lester

1944
• Miriam Hansen
enjoys a lunch in the
fountain room
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As "muecro" of c:eremoni.., "Baclr." Lauren incrodacea Ri• Tacde ac dte Old Gold Daace
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A tense moment in the lives of these beauties

•

The buffet luncheon b efore th e dance

The Old Gold Beauty Dance rose from a few anemic-appearing coals
early in the year to a climactic blazing spectacle on February nineteenth.
Could the dance be a success in wartime? Who would come? Do we
want a beauty dance? Do we deserve this light frivolity when fellow
students are fighting for us? These were some of the outstanding
questions considered before the dance became a reality.
Fourteen beauties 'Were sponsored by organizations on the campus.
The field was narrowed down to eight by a student ballot. The eight
girls reaching the final round were Capi Flynn, Marie Fratzke, Beth
Anderson, Rachel Reimer, Maxine Traynor, Mary Jane Protheroe,
Gloria Thompson, and Mary Esther Spitzmiller.
Mr. Ries Tuttle, Des Moines Tribune Picture Editor, served as
judge of the beauties at the dance.

PA GE
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Jean Bertram, "the girl with whom T. C.
servicemen would like to spend their
furlough," has a smile that is a complement for her dark-haired beauty. Jean
was sponsored by the Elementary group.
She is now out teaching and her home is
Ireton, Iowa.

PAGE 155

Vivacious, blonde, Marie Fratzke from
Jesup, Iowa, is a music major and her
lilting oprano voice is heard often over
the colleg~ radio cation. She likes to
bowl and dance during her spare time.
The House of Ramsdell, a boy ' hou ing
unit, sponsored Marie.

PAGE
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Everyone knows "Pritch" for her bubbling personality and charming smile.
This lovely brunette, a senior commerce
major, spends her spare time in the Phys.
Ed. department. Phi Sigma Phi, her
social sorority, sponsored her. Her home
town is Eldora, Iowa.

PAGE
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Gloria's attractive blondeness and sweet
smile have made her many friends. Her
u, sponsocial sorority, Theta Gamma
sored her. Home Economics is the field
in which she's working, while music an<l
sports are her hobbies. Gloria is a Freshman from Cherokee, Iowa.
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Harriet Fagan was the lucky girl chosen
from the ballroom floor to be the fifth
beauty. Her smile, no doubt, helped the
judge come to his decision. Harriet,
Home Economics major, is from Cedar
Falls. Knitting and dramatics take up a
large part of her spare time.

Beth Anderson is a cute little brunet
freshman from Hudson, Iowa, who loves
to dance, especially when she hears Glen
Miller. Beth was sponsored by the
Kindergarten Primary Club. She is studying to become a Kindergarten-Primary
teacher.
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1944 Old Gold Beauties

Jean Bertram, servicemen's sweetheart

T he beautie hown above were the final winner m the conte t.
Mi es Fratzke, Protheroe, Thompon, and Ander on were cho en from
the eight :finali t . Mis Fagan wa the :fifth beauty cho en from the floor .
Thi year the Old Gold taff wanted the former T. C. fellow to
be in on the conte t. The idea wa conceived of mailing picture of
the candidate to the fellows in service. The respon e was enthu iastic
and appreciative. Jean Bertram was elected the " ervicemen' weetheart". Jean is hown above dancing with Jerome
iel on, a marine
on leave.

• Irvene Farnsworth, Jean Arrasmith, and Marion Roose few minutes to compare notes.

"WHO'S WHO" i an annual feature in
the Old Gold. There i widespread misunder tanding a to the way members are
cho en, the purpo e of it, and the per onnel of the judge . It is a general practice
at Iowa State Teacher College to choo e
member to a " ational \'v'ho's \'v'ho"
eminating from the University of Alabama at Birmingham in the fall. Then a
similar process is undertaken in the pring
for the Old Gold. Thi year it wa decided to forego the old practice in favor
of a more imple procedure. The ame
people are included in the Old Gold as
were cho en for the " ational Who'5
\'v'ho". Reason for thi were numerous.
Time wa very limited; there wa little
rea on to as ume the per onnel would
have changed decidedly in those few

all chosen for Who'

Who -

take a

months; it avoided an avalanche of datacollection and evaluation on the part of
the committee, who e members are already overworked.
The Student Welfare Committee,
which choo e member of "Who' \'v'ho",
composed of Dean Campbell, Dean
Reed, Mr. Riebe, Dr. Trimble, and Mi
mith. The Dean of Men and the Dean
of \'v' omen collect data on the junior and
enior student who in their opinion are
most de erving of the honor. Thi list,
together with the qualification of the
students, are submitted to the committee
for study. Committee member may add
names if they wish. Selection are based
on scholarship, activities, leadership, and
potentiality for social u efulne .

ARRASMITH
JEA
\Vith "butched" forelock and a friendly greeting,
"Arrow" is a familiar :figure behind the counter of the fountain room. An active phy ical education major from Ames,
she ha al o devoted time to tudent government, through
Women' League and Student League. In between all thi ,
she finds time for Orche is, life aving, and Theta Gamma u.

ETT
CHARLOTTE BE
Charlotte i one of the few girl who can ay she has
lived in eerley Hall - not to mention erving on the Hou e
Council. Phy ical education activitie have fairly well taken
her time - a k any physical education major - but she has
managed to squeeze in drum-majoring with the band, religious foundation work, and Iowa Teacher First.

DOROTHY D A E
Another physical education major is Dottie, who this
year i spending many hour at the campus school, assisting
with girl's physical education. The re t of the time her red
cap can be een around the Women's Gym. Dottie has been
a member of Lawther Hall house council, Inter-sorority
Council, Iowa Teachers First, and Orchesis.

IRVE E FAR
WORTH
Last year's Old Gold editor is still contributing to the
welfare of the chool. Irvene is a member of Torch and
Tas el, Purple Arrow, Iowa Teachers First, and Kappa Delta
Pi. he i a popular i ter of Pi Phi Omegas and was elected
to the Intersorority Council. Thi year he was chosen a a
student member of Board of Control of tudent Publications.

BA IL GRAY
One of the few men around the campu , Ba il finds plenty
to keep him busy. A a phy ical education minor, he coache
the Cedar Fall track team. Being editor of the Old Gold
is a full time occupation, not to mention "I" Club, Future
Teachers of America, and religious group . A social cience
major and a member of Pi Gamma Mu, he is active in all
phases of that department.

MARGARET HA
E
Tall, blond Margaret i a Cedar Falls music major who e
departmental interest have ab orbed much of her extracurricular time. She ha di tinguished her elf in band, orche tra, and Sigma lpha Iota; she plays the flute in the
concert band. For her ocial orority, Margaret ha cho en
Kappa Theta Pi.

MIRIAM HA
E
Miriam i a mo t charming and talented mu 1c major
Although her major intere t is vocal mu ic, he devote much
time to the violin. She play that instrument, as well a those
of the percu ion ection in the college orche tra. A Ii t of
her activitie includes participation in igma Alpha Iota,
Kappa Theta P i, Iowa Teachers Fir t, and the college choru.

BARBARA HEIG
Barb, our electrician' assistant, i the tall, attractive blond
who keep bulbs in our electric light . A Phy ical ducation
major, she belong to the P. E. Club, Orchesi , and Life aving
Corp . She is a member in good tanding of Tau Chi Eta,
Beta Beta Beta, Iowa Teachers First, and Torch and Tassel.
Through all this busy life, Barb alway ha a smile for everyone.

HOWARD LAUR
"Buck" is a social cience maJor and one of the few
remaining male of the campu . A well a hi purely moralelifting position, he is manager of Earl Dunn's campu orchestra, a member of Future Teacher of America, and tudent
League. He will doubtle s also long be remembered for his
stirring rendition of "Pi tol Packin' Mama".

JA

E PORTER
Jane is a Phi ig physical education major who e work
as a Junior Supervisor at the Campus School has kept her
pretty much occupied this year. Departmental groups, such
as Physical Education Club, W. A. A., and life avmg corps,
have accounted for much of her pare time.

MARY JA E PROTHEROE
Pritch is a Phi Sigma Phi Old Gold Beauty from Eldora.
Long ago when there were inter-collegiate sports, she was
an enthusiastic cheerleader.
ow her spare time is taken by
life saving and Orchesis. A member of the pre-war Student
Council, he is now serving on Student League.

MARIO

ROOSE
Marny, a Senior English major from Allison, will be one
more Teachers' College gift to "the field". Marny's college
career has included such items a College Players, Women'<;
League Council, Torch and Tassel, and religious organization .
She is al o president of the local chapter of Sigma Tau Delta,
national English fraternity.

PE

ELOPE SCOTT
"Penny" Scott is the girl at the head of the multiple
activities of the war-born Student League, which super ede
Student Council. She's one of tho e Kindergarten B. A .
major who get to play at the nursery school. Other intere ts
are music, cience department organizations, Future Teacher
of America, Iowa Teacher Fir t, and Torch and Tas el.

JA

SHA

AHA

"Shanny", another physical education maJor, is one of
the growing group of knitting devotees, a you might gues
from seeing her diligently counting titches at the Lawther
Hall desk. Bartlett Hall president before the avy tool over,
she moved to Lawther Hall to be fre hman president there,
and has since been active in \Y/ omen's League.

JEA

E TODD

Jeanne' name is well-known on the T. C. campu . She
is a member of Sigma Tau Delta and the Hamilton Club.
Kappa Theta Psi i proud and happy to have Jeanne's name
on their membership scroll. The Chapel Choir is just another instance where appreciation of a talented member is
felt. Jeanne is that pleasing type of person who has something of value to offer when she makes a contribution.

"Interesting Personalities" are the students
found here and there on the campus, doing
their part for I. S. T. C. .... quietly, unassumingly, cheerfully . . .. a few of the
people who have helped to build the school.
E KURTZ
Those chords, flowing out of Lawther's living room, which cause us to
stop to listen are often produced by Jane Kurtz. Janie's a leader at her particular church foundation and her happy, bubbling personality has shown
itself in many ways. As an English major, she keeps the rest of the department
ote those beautiful sweaters
hopping with her understanding of literature.
she's knitting!
JA

BOB BRI DLEY
Who could refuse to buy shoes from this super-salesman, Bob Brindley? His bright blue coat and ever-present pipe have made him a familiar
campus figure. It is due primarily to Bob's interest and labor that the monthly
Kam pus to Khaki is produced and sent to all T. C. servicemen. After a medical
discharge from the service, he was aware of what soldiers liked to hear. Bob
has consistently promoted worthwhile doings to further school spirit.
KAY GLEASO
Around the campus or around the community most everyone knows Kay
of the blond, braided tresse and the pleasant mile. She was president of
Intersorority Council this year, hailing from Tau Sigma Delta. Her influence
has been prominent as Senior Coun ellor and as president of the Cedar Fall
girls housing units. And here is the an wer to the popularity of the U.S.0.
center! Kay is devoting much of her time as hostess at the U.S.O.
Jane Kurtz

Bob Brindley

Kay Gleason

These students - builders, dreamer , thinker , promoters, future educators, and just
people - are the group picked by the 1944
OLD GOLD staff to be the people of the
campus .... the "people you should know".
BER ADETTE L YO
This lovely brunet editor of the College Eye is just a business girl at
heart - while working on the "Eye". Her steadying influence is fully appreciated by the staff. Off duty, "Bernie" i just a "bunch of fun". She more than
does her bit to further the friendly rivalry between the student publications.
When the sun shines she is a pt to be trouncing someone on the tennis court .
In season she skates on the college pond. She has a serious philosophy and ha
planned her life quite thoughtfully.
GEORGE MATHER
If it's conventional, it is definitely no idea of George's. This young man
amazes fellow students with his seemingly pessimistic outlook. In reality it is
because of fellows like George that there is real hope in this world. He is
probably one of the busiest fellows around. He has been helping edit The
Pen this year. In addition he went from a job slinging groceries to a full time
job making weapons for Uncle Sam at John Deere's. He is commonly seen
striding vigorously down the avenue with smoke curling away from his pipe.
MASAKO KUSOMOTO
This charming, unassuming young lady becomes the lifelong friend of all
who are fortunate enough to make her acquaintance. Her studious attitude
spring from a serious aim - frustrated for the moment - to return to Hawaii
to aid in the educational program there. She has many interesting stories to
tell of the highlights of living in Hawaii. It's a classic to hear of her reaction
toward the United States and Iowa on her arrival. Her personality, ability,
and staying qualities should carry her far.
Bernadette Lyon

George Mather

Masako Kusomoto

•

Informality with good

harmony and

jesting made

the Ballad

Singers

favorites with the student audience.

Led

by lie Siegma ter, the American Ballad Singer gave a plendid
account of them elve here. Informality was their keynote. Seated
around a table the group sang through their repertoire of American ballads
with the same gusto and feeling with which they were originally rendered.
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] ames Melton, star of radio,
opera, concert tage and screen,
took our campus by storm last fall.
In his wake, he left entranced
music lovers, goggle-eyed neutral
ob ervers, and swooning coeds.
From his initial appearance until
the close of the reception in the
Commons, the audience was held
by his magnetic attraction.
Mr. Melton ha received voice
training in this country. He has
no equal in the interpretation of
the familiar folk songs and ballads
of America.

•

James Melton

James Melton finds an appreciative feminine audience.
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Zino

Zino Francescatti

•

P
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Francescatti delivers beauty with finesse.

Francescatti; a concert
arti t of the first magnitude, has
established himself on our campus
as a truly great violini t. Businesslike and confident, he is truly the
master of hi instrument.
Born in Marseille on Augu t 9,
19 0 5, the violin is in hi blood and
background. His father, who was
his sole teacher, studied with
Sivori, the only direct pupil of
Paganini.
Since his arrival in the States in
19 39 he has appeared with the
country' leading orchestras.

•

Mona Paulee -

beautiful brunette mezzo-soprano.

0

nan April night of 1944 an expectant audience awaited the appearance of Miss Mona Paulee. From the moment of her appearance this
petite, vivacious brunette captivated her audience with her brilliant and
flexible voice. Starting with a dare from friends to sing at a "Talent
ight" conte t she has ri en to the thre hold of Metropolitan fame . She
came directly to Teacher College from Chicago where he ang in opera.
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DORMITORY FOR WOMEN

Four girl in a room - those letter from the fellows - that dozen of
roses at Ea ter or Valentine' Day - the mell of popcorn from the "rec"
room - Thur day night fire ide - pajama parties and midnight spreads
- tho e servicemen's pictures on every dresser - all go to make up the
pattern of living for :five hundred coeds at Lawther Hall.

PACE 174

H

omeiness -

that is Lawther Hall, from the
stately, beautifully furnished lounge to Room 322
where four la sies to their book and hang their
hats, to the "rec" room where they drink their
cokes and read their magazine . Lawther wa built
in 1939 as an upperclass dormitory. Whereas in
yester-year there was a certain re erve in the hall ,
there is today a robustnes which came when the
freshmen moved over from Bartlett, which is now
used by the Wave .

C harming advi er, friend, and hoste s i our
director, Miss Mary E. Haight. Both freshmen and
upperclassmen have come to look upon her a their
own although before collaboration she erved only
upperclassmen who lived beneath the roof of
Lawther.

•

MI

MARY HAI HT

Director of Lawther H all

Lawther living room offers relaxation for students.

P AGC 175

Miss Erner on i our new personnel director coming
to Lawther this fall from ewton where she was
a mu ic teacher. In the picture below we see her
conversing with the freshman house council officers.
The freshmen live in a pecial ection of the
Hall and function a though they lived in a
eparate house.
Rooms in the variou corridors are arranged in
unit to allow approximately thirty girl to each
unit. ach unit elect a member to either fre hman
or upperhou e council.

MI

ELIZABET! I EMER 0

Per onnel Director of Lawther Hall

•

PAGE 176

Meet the new Lawther Hall freshman officials: Helen Zimmerman, secretary; Nancy Jewell, president; Virginia
:iomi Orr, trcaJurcr.
hristians, vice president; Miss Emerson;

•

Upper house - council meeting.

•

Enjoying Scherezade at the music

appreciation hour.

•

•

Collecting votes at a dormitory m 2e:i ng.

Coeds relaxing with a cup of hot choco!a te

at muncheon.

PAGE 177

AROUND THE DORM
• Miss O lney at her desk

• Eggland and Entz do their
good deed for the da y and make
their roommate's bed .

• Those delicious snacks what a mess!

but

• This disproves the rumor that
the gals let their hair down in
Lawther.

P AGE 178

AROUND FEBRUARY 19th
• All those men in the "recep"
room at one time.

• 0-o-oh, what beauties flowers, of course.

• Boy meets girl dance.

the

before the

PAGE 179

SHIP FOR THE NAVY WAVES
Uncle Sam's Navy WAVES have taken over; Bartlett Hall is now "The
U .S.S. Bartlett," and "Anchors Aweigh" has become the refrain. There
have been changes: the curtains had to go, and the rugs, and all collegiate
ornaments and pictures; the yellow kitchen became sick bay and the
reception room is now the main deck lounge. Here we see Bartlett Hall
as the "Home of the WAVES."
~eaman Welsh, Wave stationed at T. C. for yeoman training . . . . Waves "log in" . . . . The tcrec
room" for songs, laughter, and fun . . . . "sick bay" in the east wing of Bartlett.
I

i

.. f
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U.S. NAVAL TRAINING SCHOOL FOR YEOMEN

"Hello! Tokyo?
This is the navy
calling . . . . . . "

Rooming conditions in the Navy are similar to those of college women,
at least in the respect that there are four girls in every room. In their
rooms in Bartlett Hall, they relax, get acquainted, and above all, get
that sleep they need to face a rigorous Navy routine.

PAGE 181

• Yeoman Second Class Wright,
a member of Ship's Company,
serves in the capacity of «<secretary" for Commander Pettee.

• Ensign Berlin, instructor in
the Navy, gets an important
point across to her class of interested Seamen.

• Seaman Welch, representing
the large group of Apprentice
Seamen, listens to a class lecture .

PAGI" 182

.

BARRACKS FOR ARMY AIR "CADETS "
Home for the army "cadets", once home for the majority of the college
men, where bright colored ties and sport coats were flung over the back
of the nearest chair. The army has changed things - rooms neat and
orderly for inspection, telephones used only for official calls - Baker and
Seerley have been changed to the military way.
Cramming for a physics test . . . . Whiling away some leisure time in the "rec" room . . . . " Gigged"
again or what's up~ . . . . That letter from home.

•

P AGE 18,

•

1st Lt. John B. Morris, adjutant of the 80th College Training Detachment.

• Master Sgt. Keiffer has charge of all in and out-going mail.

P AGE 184

o./ the Botlt e. '1. :l>.

•

Aviation Student Hoover, student wing commander, talks to his men.

•

Hi-Ho is the c enter of attra c tion here.

PAGE 185

Soft strains of music played "the collegiate way" . . . coeds in skirts
and flats ... G. L's everywhere ... four heads bent over a card table ...
Arrow serving her special peanut malts ... a quiet moment before the
fire ... lines and lines waiting for their meals ... all of which go to make
the life of the Commons.

P AGE I 86

THE PLACE FOR MEETING FRIENDS

• The Mezzanine is a popular
place for the card players at noon.

• The ping - pong
favorite spot.

room

is

a

• Phi Sigs hold their meeting in
the Commons clubroom.

PAG E 187

CHRISTMAS AT THE COMMONS

• The Christmas choir
music for the holidays.

lends

• The big Xmas tree in the
Georgian lounge lends a scene of
gaiety to the Commons.

• The Christmas choir carols in
the student dinin g room during
the Xmas dinner.

PAGE 188

BEAUTY DANCE AT THE COMMONS

SOCIAL

LI FE

• Mr. and Mrs. Ries Tuttle meet
couples as they go through the
reception line.

• Emcee Lauren introduces Harriet Fagan, the fifth beauty,
chosen from the floor.

• When has the Commons seen
such crowds, so much gaiety.

PAGC 189

• Reifschneider, back on his
first leave, ea ts with the gang.

• Ship's company stows away
the vitamins in the east diningroom.

•

The cadets really go for army
ala-Commons.

chow -

EATING AND MEETING PLACE

PAGE 190

• A quartet of violinists provide Sunday evening entertain-

ment

for

army

• McCalley and
boogie-woogie.

and

students.

Toenjes

play

• Daly, Henry, Martin-go into
their hill-billy act.

• The Christmas holidays bring
students inside to enjoy the
warmth and cheeriness of the
Georgian Lounge fireplace.

WEEK END FROLIC, SINGS

PAGE 191

SHADY ARCHIVES OF BOOKS, ART, MUSIC, SCIENCE

PACE 192

WHERE STUDENT MEETS BOOK
AND BROWSES OR DROWSES

• Doris

Cole

looks

over

the

latest in non-fiction.

• Is Hougham really studying
those big bound volumes?

• The catalog room offers students a large number of referPnces .

.

PAGE

193

• Among the many pictures on
the walls of the first floor students find their favorite paintings.

• The weekly display of books
and magazines give students and
faculty enjoyment.

• The reference desk center of the library.

PAGE 194

nerve

• Biology students
brain of a frog.

dissect the

• Physics student examines an
x-ray machine.

• Future chemists explore the
wonders of test tubes.

PAGE 19f

From choirs ...••

to choruses •••..

to cakes.

PACE 196

•

Voting for Old Gold Beauties.

• Lindsey, Dunn,
think things over.

and

Lauren

• Hawks performs for the Phi
Sigs.
• Hell Week for
pledge Jane Stamey,

Pi

Omega

PAGE 197

Di cords and music float down
from Central - the regular beat
of marching feet tramp daily up
the steps. Down in Room 15 at
the beginning of every quarter
tudents flock to get pink and
white cards that will show they
are enrolled in their classes.

• We will remember
MUSI .

PACI!
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entral for REGISTRATIO

and

• Mr. Boardman, T. C. business
manager, keeps a sharp eye on
finances.

• Registrar Beard relaxes a moment after solving problems
of students.

• Registration time again!

PAG E 199

HOU SE OF DEAN

• Gilchrist Chapel is the haunt
of all music students for the
weekly Friday afternoon recitals.

•

Mr.

Holmes explains a

fine

point in printing.

• Thursday night
Eye" is off the press.

. "College

• Weaving classes meet in Gilchrist basement.

PAGE 200

•

Val Jeanne is the bell ringer .

•

• The beautiful campanile center of the campus.

PAGE 201

FOR TEACHING
Where students take their first steps in teaching by actual
experience in classroom - where prospective teachers become acquainted with all the problems of their profession.

r-.... c.,,,J

Art is taught to the elementary grades
•
Student teachers acquire actual te:tching practice
in the classroom
•
Primary students find practice helps make good teachers
•
Dr. Wagner
points out the rural schools in Iowa where four-quarter students may do their teaching

PAGE 203
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B
• Margaret Miner, Mr. Horns,
and the famous South Dakota
cow.

• Doris Cole measures hem in
sewing class.

• Marionette class carves wooden
puppets.
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• The biology class studie s
hamsters.
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• Dr. Durfee finds plenty of
work between army and students.

• Doesn't look sick now, does
she?

P AGE 206

• Tennis courts see plenty of
action.

• The putting-green in foreground - warm-up for the college gol£ course.

1'AGE

20 7

A

physical education clas a day et up a a goal in the
victory program for the year has made the Women's
Gymnasium one of the busiest buildings of the campus. The
avy Wave share the gymnasium facilities with the coeds.

"Taps and Scraps" by the swimmers
Johnson
•
Wednesday Play-Nite

•
•

Back flip by Jean
Folk-dance Festival

0

nee the scene of basketball every Friday night, and
practice games after classes in the afternoon, now the
Men's Gym is busier than ever. Sailors bunk on the second
floor, while the basketball and handball courts still find
plenty of use. This year Men's Gym was used for the
sub-state tournament.

BUILDING STRENGTH FOR STRENUOUS
TASKS IN A WORLD AT WAR

• CRANNY CRUMBS
Bean, Agan, Jensen, Synder,
Davis.

• RAMSDELL RA TS . • . • •
(top row) Schaeffer, Boldt, Eilers, Merchant;
(fro1'f row)
Opperman, White, Gutknecht.

• MEEKER MUSKIES • . • . •
Yuska, Dickinson, Pogemiller,
Hougham, McElhinney.

"OFF-CAMPUS" GIRLS

•

Anliker's

Salon

de

Beautc.

• And marshmallows, m-m-m.
But aren't these rationed?

"OFF-CAMPUS" GIRLS

•

Candy -

just to make things

seem sweeter.

•

Gab-fests.

• Fudge takes all hands on deck.

OIJ-CaM1f-UU
MEN

• Looks like "Doc" Hogenson
has a patient.

• Russ and Beanie taken in a
surprise attack.

• Ramsdell
session.

PAGE 214

Ra ts

have

a

bull

• Kokesh does the blackfacc
a ct aided by Boss' ink.

•

Beanie pins 'em up.

• Russ takes a ride to the gutter
for getting too much sleep.

• The Tostlebe Terrors live up
to their name.

PAGE
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• Campu• resounds with merriment on cut day.

• The Prexy dips deep in the
chili for hungry students.

• Cut- day provided plenty of
leaves for ardent rakers.

P AGE 2 16

•

Tony and Phy! try the thumb

method.

• Oh well, the
standing room.

•

bus

affords

Transportation-the wartime

way. (It may be easier than
standing if you have another
shoe stamp.)

PAGE 21 7

* * * * * * * * * * * *

PAGE 218

IN THE FAR CORNERS OF THE
GLOBE THEY SERVE FOR FREEDOM

• President Price welcomes Dick
Seidler.
• Mr. Fuller locates former
"shipmates" for Cutshall.

• McNabb and Nehlsen
in the Commons.

relax

• Nordly coaches basketball even in the navy.

• AT LEFT: Werner, Cutshall,
Martin tackle a problem • . .
Barry home for a visit . . . Gerdes registers in the Georgian
Lounge . . . Fox "back home" at
T.C.

* * * * * * * * * * * *

PAGE 219

•

A Presbyterian Sunday eve-

ning sing.

•

Meager Meal at Wesley Foun-

dation.

• L. S. A., the Lutheran young
people, enjoy a Sunday night gettogether.

• The student group of Baptists
listen to a Sunday evening talk.

PAGE 220

• Mrs. Buffum speaks
Wesleyans.

to

the

• The Newman Club relaxes
after their Sunday evening meeting.

• Reverend Wolsted and the
Plymouth Club hold an informal
discussion.

PAGE 221

WARTIME LIVING- WAITING IN LINE- FOUR IN A DORM ROOM

PAGE 222

TEACHERS COLLEGE '44

BLOOD BANKS- PHYSICAL FITNESS- WARTIME NECESSITIES
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The year of 1944 has been a year of adjustment with many of the old
familiar activities. The Old Gold Beauty Dance helped give a boost to
campus morale ... the college pond was the scene of the Ice Carnival.
Changes came with cut day, a substitute for yearly homecoming. Stamp
drives boosted wartime savings ... Red Cross seals appeared in dormitory
and school windows . . . students took on wartime jobs in war industries ... the W. A. A. kept girls busy with a rigorous schedule of daily
sports ... sturdy students gave blood for the war effort ... all a part of
the old and new, in a war year.

A YEAR OF WAR-OLD AND NEW EVENTS
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TEACHERS COLLEGE IN '44

A campu at war ha many kind of people upon it ground . During
thi year the buildings have heard the ound of tramping feet of both
army and navy. Rhythmically tepping navy platoon and army "cadet "
moved about the campu , inter per ed with students. At time there
have been old T. C.ers who came back to say hello tO us here on the
home front. Their navy blue , army khaki, or marine green were wel come ight about the campu . There have been army and navy show ,
parade , and review - each a piece in the pattern of a campu at war.

OLD AND NEW T. C.-ERS ON A CAMPUS AT WAR
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THO

HISTORY IS IN THE MAKING

Battlefronts the world over give a picture of chaos and bloodshed .
very day war report come from far flung battle line . Our companion
are fighting from Tarawa to Timbuctoo. Others are till training
for military duty. • veryone is vitally concerned with the world problems.

IT'S STILL OUR COLLEGE YEAR OF '44
In wartime a m peace the trammg for future profe sion goe on.
Rationing, tamp buying, doing their part in community drive , ha been
the task for tudents at T. C. College tudents, among the vast number
on the home war front, are learning for tomorrow from today' world.

This year saw the OLD GOLD hit high spots as well as low ebb in places.
For a time it appeared there could be no OLD GOLD. To make a long,
tedious, heartrending, backbreaking story short - well, you have just
leafed through the answer. \\7e have done our best under the conditions
which we have faced this year. Space forbids divulging the nightmares
we faced when the cover company couldn't get materials, when our
subsidy was down, when film ran low, when deadlines rolled around.
Under the stress of these conditions, the staff is proud of the book we
have been able to produce.
Credit is probably never given to all those who deserve it. I wish
to express my gratitude to the following people for their friendly
cooperation and professional assistance: Mr. George H . Holmes, Director
of the Bureau of Publications, and his staff; Mrs. Harry Hollett, our
photographer; Mr. Gwynne Weston of Waterloo Engraving and Service
Company; Mr. Joe Schuy from Stewart-Simmons Company; Mr. Ries
Tuttle, Old Gold Beauty judge; Lieutenant G . W. Hearst and 1st Lt.
John Morris, Public Relations officers for the United States
avy and
Army units stationed here on the campus. Credit for any merit the book
may possess must go to a diligent taff, cheerful recipients of many hard
knocks in their experiences on the OLD GOLD. Special merit is more
than due Dorothy Hart. She stepped into the Editor's post through
the most trying weeks while I gave up many of my responsibilities. You
grow into the OLD GOLD . It has been time well invested.
THE EDITOR .
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Faculty and Administration Directory
D

A
Abborr, Roy L., 50
Professor of Biology
Airchi on, Ali on, 50
Profc sor of Geography
Anderson, •lary C., 50
A i rant Professor of Teaching
Arey, Amy F., 50, 67
As ociare Profe sor of Education

B
Bailey, Charle H., 50
Professor of Industrial Arts
Barker, Olive L., 50
I nsrrucror of Voice
Baum, Russell ., 50, 95
Instructor in Piano

Beard, M. R., 15
Registrar
* Bender, Paul, 50
Associate Professor of Physical Education for Men
Birkhead, Jane, 50
Instructor in Voice

* Bliese, John, 50
Instructor in Teaching
Boardman, Benjamin, 12, 79
Business Man ager
* Bock, Emil \VI., 50
Instructor in Violin
Brown, A. E., 50
Professor of Education
Brugger, Elisabeth, 50
Instructor in Teaching and
Director of the ursery chool
Buffum, Hugh S., 50
Profes or of Education
Buxbaum, Katherine, 50
Assistant Profes or of English

C
Cable, Emmert J., 5 0
Professor of Earth Science and
Head of the Department
Ca ldwell, Mary P., 50
Assistant Professor of Teaching
Campbell, Sadie B., 12, 20
Dean of \'(/"omen
Chules, John \VI., 50, 56, 92
Professor of Education
Cole, Agness B., 5 l
As i rant Professor of Arr
Cole, E. E., 15
Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds
Condit, Ira C., 51
Professor of 1athematics
Con! n, Corley, 51, 102
Instructor in Art

Cram, Fred, 5 I
Associate Professor of Education

De Jonge, James, 51, 9 5
Instructor in

f usic Education

Denny, E. C., 37, 51, 34
Professor of Education and
Head of the Department
Dickinson, Arthur, 5 I
Assistant Professor of
Phy ical Education for Men
Dietrich, John, 5 I
In tructor in Art

Divclbess, i\l argaret, 5 I
Assistant Professor of Teaching
* Dot:glas, L. V., 5 I
As ociare Profes or of ommercial Education
and Head of the Department
Durfee, Max L., 19, 51, 56
Director of Hcalrl, ervice

E
Emerson, Elizabeth, 51
Personnel Director
Erbe, Carl H., 5 I, 66, 9 3
Professor of Government

F
Fagan, \VI. B., 51
Professor of English and
Acting Head of the Department
Fos um, Erne t ., 5 I, 111
Assistant Professor of Speech
Fuller, A. C., 19
Director of Alumni Service

G
Gaffin, 1yrrle E., 5 I, 94
Jnstruccor in Commercial Education

Gates, George G., 52
Gerchell, Robert \'({., 5 I
Professor of hemisrry
Goerch, E. \'({., 16, 5 I
Director of Placement Bureau
Grant, Jvlartin L., 52
Professor of Chemistry

H
Hake, Herbert V., 19, 67
Director of KXEL
Hankamp, Gertrude, 52
Jnsrrucror in Education
Hanson, Rose, 52

Assistant Professor of Teaching
* Harris, Henry, 52
Assistant Professor of Piano
Hart, I. H ., I 6, 66
Director of Extension

ervice

Hays, \'({. E., 52, 95, 197
Assistant Professor of Voice

]Jersey,

. Freeman, 52

Asso iatc Professor of Physics
I lill, Frank \Y/., 52, 63, 95
Assistant Professor of Violin, Viola, and Theory
* I !ill, clma, 5 2
Instructor in Teaching

Holmes, corgc H., 15, 52, 85
A i rant Profcs or of Fnglish and
Director of Bureau of Publication
Holst, I larald, 52, 62, 63, 95
Assistant Professor of Voi c
Horns, John \YI., 52
Instructor in Art
Hove, ~farie, 5 2
Army Instructor

I., 52
Instructor in Education

Humiston, Dorothy, 52, 118
Assi tam Professor of Physical Lducarion for \Y/omcn
Hunter, Mary 13., 5 2
Associate Professor of Economics

J
Jackson, rril L., 52
Associate Profe sor of Teaching

K
Kadcsch, \Y/. H., 52
Profc sor of Phy ics
Kearney, Dora, 5 5
Assistant Professor of Te.,ching
Knoff, Gerald, 16, 55, 56
Director of the Bureau of Religious Acriviric
Koehring, Doroth)', 55
Assistant Professor of Teaching
Kurr,, Edward, 42, 55, 62, 63, 64, 95
Professor of Violin and Composition and
Head of the Department of Mu ic

L
Lambertson, Floyd \YI., 8 9, 9 5, I I I
Professor of pcecl,
Lam,, C. 'l ., 55, 8
Professor of Biology
Lillehci, I. L., 5 5
Professor of French and panish and
Head of the Department

M
Mantor, Edna, 5 5
l nHructor in Teaching
Man tor, Marjorie, 5 5
Instructor in Teaching
~art in, Eleonore, 5 5
Instructor in Teaching
fayer, Forrest L., 55, 109
ommercial Educalion

Mc lcll and, Agne , 5 5
I nstruccor in H ome Economics

Mc lelland, M arybcl le, I 5
Librarian

Mendenhall, L. L., 5 5
P rofessor of Physical Education for i\lcn and
Head of the Department
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N
cl on, i\l. J., 12, 32, H
Dean of Facult)'
Te wman, :M athilda, 5 5
Instructor in Teaching

Hult, Esther

Instructor in

1crchant, I'. L., 5 5
Professor of Latin and reek
i\lichcl, Dorothy, 51, 55, 113, 116, 118
Instructor in Phr ical Lducacion for \X'omcn
Miller, Ldna, 5 5
Assistant Professor of Latin
Moore, Maud, 5 5
Instructor in Phrsical Fducation for \\'omen

* i\ordly, liver, 56
Instructor in Phy ical l.ducation for Men
yholm, Llizabcrh, 5 6
Jnscruclor in I lome l. conomic

p
Palmer, II. G., 35, 56, 102
As ociatc Professor of Art and
Acting I lead of the Department
Patt, Bertha, 5 6
Profc sor of Art
Paul, J. B., 16, 5 6
Director of Bureau of Research
Peterson,

1arna, 56

Associate Professor of Teaching
Plachn, Lrma, 5 6
Instructor in Teaching

Pollock, Annabelle, 5 6
Assistant Professor in Teaching
Price, 1alcolm, 8, 9, 10
Pre idem of Iowa rate Teachers

ollcgc

R
Rair, E. race, 56
Asso iatc Professor in Teaching
Rath, H. [arle, 56, 79
Professor of Heald, Education
Recd, Leslie I., 12, 20, 30
Dean of Men
* Reninger, H. Willard, 56
Assistant Professor of English and
Head of the Department of English
Rhode , Joseph, 56
Instructor in Teaching
Riebe, H. A., 48, 56
Profcs~or of Education
Ritter, E. E., 56
Professor of Teaching
Robinson, E. A., 5 6
Assistant Professor of English
Robinson, George ., 56
Professor of Government
Rohlf, Ida ., 56
Assistant Professor of English
Ruegnitz, Rose Lena, 5 6

A sisrant Profess r of Piano
* Ruppel, Mac, 58
Instructor in Teaching
Russell, Myron, 58, 62, 63, 73, 95
As i rant Professor of Woodwind ln trumcnts

s
Sage, L. L., 58, 73, 99
Associate Profes or of History
ampson, G. \Y/., 58, 95

Trimble, H.

., 20, 5 9
Instructor in Mathematics

Turner, Eulalie, 59
As istant Professor in Teaching

Instructor in Organ and Piano

Schaefer, Jo cf, 5 8
Associate Professor of German
Scott, \Y/inficld, 58, 110
Professor of Agriculture
Searight, Roland, 58, 59, 63, 95
Assistant Professor of Violincello and onducting
Short, Thelma, 5 8
Instructor in Physical Education for \Y/omen
kar, R. 0., 5 8, 90, 120
Associate Profe sor of ommercial Education
and Acting Head of the Department
Slacks, John, 5 8
Associate Professor of Rural Education
mid,, Mac, 20, 58
Associate Professor of Education
Scarbcck, lyde L., 5 8
Instructor in Physical Education for Men
tarr, Jvlinnic, 5 8
A sistant Professor in Teaching
Strayer, Hazel, 5 8, 68
A sociate Professor of peecl,
truble, Marguirette, 5 8
Assistant Professor in Teaching
Sutherland, E li abed,, 39, 58, 100, 108
Associate Profes or of Home Economics and
Head of the Department of Home Economics

T
Terry,

clina, 5 8, 79

Professor of English
Thompson, M. R., 5 8, 66, 93, 99
Professor of Economics and Head of the
Department of Social Science

u
Uttley, Marguerite, 5 9
A ociate Professor of Geography

V
Van Engen, Henry, 5 9
As o iate Professor of 1athcmatics and
Head of the Department of Mathematics
Van e, Grace, 59, 116
Assistant Professor of Physical Education for \Y/omen

w
\Y/a ncr, Guy, 19, 59
A o iate Professor of Teaching and
Director of tudent Teaching
\Y/ arson, E. E., 59
Professor of Mathematics
Wellborn, F. \Y/., 59, 66
Ass ciate Professor of History
White, Doris, 59, I I 6
Associate Professor of Physical Education for \Y/omcn
Whitford, Lawrence, 5 9
Instructor in Physical Education for Men
Wilcox, M. J., 5 9
Associate Professor of Education
Wild, Monica, 5 9, I 16
Profe sor of Phy ical Education for \Y/omen and
Head of the Department
\Y/irth , arl A., 5 9, 63
In truccor in Bras

I nstrumcnts and Theory
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STUDE NT DIRECT ORY
A
Abbott, A. Louise, Cedar Falls
Abrahamson, Sigrid, Waterloo
Agan, Robert D., Richmond, Calif., 30
Affeldr, Dolores, \XTaterloo, 64
Aiken, Vesta, Lohrville, 114
Alberts, Arlene, Pocahontas
Allard, Dorene, Gladbrook
aomi, Parkersburg
Allspach,
Anders, orma, Dysart, 107
Andersen, Beth, Hudson, 114, 155
Anderson, Harris, Cedar Falls
Anderson, M arguerire, Cedar Falls
Anliker, hirlcy, Fonda, 64, 97, 125, 197
Arnold , Doris, pringville
Arrasmith, Jean, Ame, 31, 75,113,116,118,132,16 3
Aukes, Lois, Wellsburg
Ayers, Arlene, Aredale
Ayer , \XTanetta, Ryan

B
Bacher, on ranee, Burlington, 112, 124
Bagge, Shirley, Fonda, 102, 115, 121
Baker, orma, Iowa Falls, 114
Ballou, Elizabeth, Chicago, Ill., 114
Barck, Carol, Cedar Falls, 90, 94, 96, I 09
Bare, Lois, Independence, I 19, I 3 2
Barnhouse, Dora, Rush Lake, Wis.
Barrett, Marilynn, Rolfe, 114
Barrigar, Lois, Cedar Falls
Barry, Bernadine, Belmond
Bartley, Donna, Waterloo, 123, 12-l
Bartley, Margery, Lauren , 115, 132
Baskerville, LeRoy John, Manchester
Baumgartner, Eunice, Cedar Falls, 92, 98, 111
Bazel, Betty, Burlington, 112, 124
Beam, Edna Mary, Waterloo
Bean, Merle, Yale, 30, 65, 197
Beattie, Mac, Morning un
Beck, June, Royal, 96, 107, 128
Becker, Barbara, Spencer
Beckman, Joyce, Hampton 63, 64, 65, 96, 197
Beckner, Berdean, Clear Lake, 112, 124, 136
Behner, Lois, Waterloo
icy, 88, 91, 113 , 116, 118,
Bennett, Charlotte, Rockwell
119, 136, 163
Benson, Betty, Dana 106
Benson, Lois, Duncombe, 122
Benson, Maryann, Alden, I 15, 12 0
Ben on, Stanley, Otho, 74
Berentson,

orma, Castalia

Bertne s, Joyce, ioux Rapid, 96, 110, 120, 132
Bertram, Jean, Ireron, 105, I IO, I 19, 128, 160
Biederman, Marian, Mitchell
Bigler, William, Cedar Falls
Bishop, Maxine, Rawley, I 06, 121
13is ell, Viola, Arlington, I 09
Black, Hazel, Waverly, 92
Blakely, Jean ,Cedar Falls
Blakely, Gladys, Castana, 115, 119
Blau, Kenneth, Rock Rapids
Blazer, Mary, Ottumwa, 116
Blume, Darlene, umner, 64, 114
Bobzin, Ruth, Cedar Falls, 64, 115, 121
Boehlje, Eunice, Sheffield, 64, 90, 94, 109, I 22
Boldt, Dean, Jesup

Bong, Lucille, Cherokee, 1 I 5
Bortz, Beverly, Callender, 115, 120
Boss, Lucile, Coggon, 12 1, 14 9
Bowers, Bernadine, Runnels, 149
Boyle, Billie, Sac City
Bowman, Miriam, Cedar Falls
Boysen, Marie, Morning un, 79, 89, 92, 98, 136
Brady, Zita, Aurora
Brammer, Irene, Chapin

Branner, Elsa, l 19
Branstitcr, Phyllis, Walnut, 64, 197
Brechbiel, Myrna, Yale, 98, 104, 110, 119, 136
ovella, Klemme, 103, 119
Bredbcnncr,
Breiholz, Delores, \XTcsr Bend, 114
Briden, Don, edar Falls
Bridge, Patricia, Cedar Rapids, 96, I I 5, 12 8
Brindley, Robert, Cedar Falls, 30, 85, 166
Bro, Leona, Exira
Bro, Manville, Exira, 136, 143
Brockmeyer, Melva, Earlville, I 06
Bronner, Betty, Davenport, 116, 11 8, 12 8
Brooks, Bette, Ames, I 15, 119
Brower, Ruth, Aplington
Brown, Betty, Kirkman, I 07
Brownell, Rosemarie, Sac ity, 64, 114
Brownson, Jeanette, McGregor
Bruenc, Betty, Gladbrook
Bruncs, Annalee, Goodell, 114
Buck, Barbara, Collins, 64, 65, 114
Buckingham, Marilyn Jean, Hopkinton
Buechele, Mary Jeane, Tripoli
Buckles, Robert, Waterloo
Buckwalter, Marjorie, Laurens

Buchner, Carol, Waterloo, 64
Burbank, VerDene, \Xfaterloo
Burmeister, Eugene, Anamosa

Buschbom, Idamae, State Center
Busta, Pauline, Fort Atkinson
Buchman, Jeanne, ioux ity, 64, 65, 114, I I 9
Butler, Shirley, Liscomb, 96

C
Canavan, Florence, Waterloo
Carlson, Adeline, Pa con, 96, I 07
Campbell, Bech, Waterloo
Carlson, Betty, Lan yon, 107
Carrothers, Ilene, Manchester, 13 0
Carnicle, Maxine, Davenport
Carter, Berty, Irwin, 114
Cathcart, Frances, Rockwell City
Carver, Esto Leora, an Juan, Puerto Rico, 136
Cavender, Phyllis, Des Moines, 114, 127
Challgrcn, Marlys, Harcourt, 64, 96, 107
Chapin, Anna, Cedar Falls, I 29
Chapman, Iva, Blairsburg, 94, 109, 120, 126, 136
Chari on, Helen, Ames, 114
Childs, Jane, Manchester, 64, 96, 115, 121, 142
Choemann, Josephine, I 12
Christensen, Phyllis, Grinnell
Christian, Virginia, Des Moines, 114, 127
Church, Beverly, ew Hartford, 64, 107, 122, 142
lark, Alice, Lake View
Clarke, Irene, La Porte icy, 119
Cleveland, Jeannette, Mitchell, 114, 197
louse, Rosemary, New con
offman, Barbara, Columbia, 149
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ole, Doris, Cedar Falls, 63, I 08, 12 5, 13 6
Cole, Francis, Cedar Fall,
lubine, David, Independence
cllier, Leona, Sutherland, 114
llins, \\\'yonna, Elberon, 149
Col on, Elie, De Moine, 63, 64, 97, 130
Connell, Charles, Cedar Falls
onnolly, Mary Ann, \\\.inthrop
ook, Irma, Troy !ills
orey, laudia, Des Moines, 115, 142
Corkery, Leone, Rowley, 63, 65, I 07, I 20
ounsell, Phyllis, Williams, I 09
ozad, Marilyn, \\\'arerloo, 108, 133, 136

rouse, hirley, Paullina, I 15, 119, 123, 142, 145
ullinan, Dolores, Grundy
nrer, 96, 115
Cunningham, A ~ne, Volga, 136
unningham, Jean Ann, Boone, 128, 142
Curry, Jeannette, Bradgate, 63

Foster, Frances, Mu catine
Foran, lary Patricia, Waterloo

Davis, Cleora, \\\'arerloo, 131
Deane, Dorothy, re co, 91, 113, 116, 127, 133, 136, 163

Fours, Dorothy, \\\'hiccen, 64, 114
Fox, Patricia, \\\'acerloo, I I 5
Fox, Darlene, \\\'acerloo, I 24
Frand en, Kathleen, Garwin, 107, 127, 142
Frandsen, \\\'ilma Jean, Garwin, 64, 107, 142
Frank, Barbara, Kencon, 64, 111, 115, 143, 197
Frank, Evelyn, Cedar Falls
Fratzke, Marie, Jesup, I 24, I 5 6
Frazier, Geraldine, Eldora
Frederick, Alice, !arion, I I 0, 115, 143
Frederick, Lois, Marion, 90, 94, 96, 109
Freeman, Elaine, Boxholm, 107, 120, 143

Da enaar, Janice, \X'atcrloo, 114

Frerichs, i\1innette, \Xlaterloo

De\\\'in, Maurine, Griswold, 74, 130
Dickinson, Arthur, Cedar Falls
Dickin on, Leland, Shellsburg
Dick on, Elaine, Menlo, 79, 9 I, 98, 13 6, 13 8
Dietz, Dorothy, Hartley, 114, 130
Dietrich, Arleen, \\\'eb rer icy
Dittmer, 1ae, Cole burg, 105, 115, 119, 142
Doolittle,
ayda, rory icy, 105,115,128, 142
Doss, Jane, Rock Rapids
Doss, Keith, Arnolds Park

Frye, Drucilla, Melcher, 114
Furino, Jo eph, \\\'acerloo
Furse, Beverly, Lakota, 149
Fyler, Marian, harles icy, 90, 92, 94, 108, 109, 126, 136

D
Dailey,

hirley, Sioux Rapids, 116, 118, 120, 132
Dale, Earleen, Minneota, Minn.

Dali•, Margaret, ewron, 64, 110, 113, 118, 127
Daniels, Donna Jean, Blairsburg, 127, 142
Danton, June, Waterloo
Darnell, Lorraine, Ledyard
Davis, Benjamin,

resco

Downing, Laura, Oto, 149

Duncan, Devora, Cresco, 64, 110, 115, 120, 142
Dunbar, Veda Hall, Austin, Minn.
Dunlap, Deloris, Corwith, 114
Dunn, Earl, Manchester, 30, 63, 65, 95, 197
DuPre, Dorothy, Toledo, 114
Durschmidt, orma, Fe. Dodge, 106, 12 I
Dutton, Donna Jean, Burt

Dutton, George, Algona

E
Eberly, Marilyn, Lawron, 114
Edwards, Margaret, edar Fall , l 08, 124
£genes, Dorothy, Story icy
Eggland, Mary Ann, Roland, 64, 109
Eilers, Robert, Steamboat Rock, 65
Ekeland, Trena, Des Moines
Eller, Lavvonne, Radcliffe, 92, l 03, 110, 128, 136
Ellercson, Roland, Lytton, 30, 74
Emmel, Mabel, Charles City
Engelking, Patty, Hubbard
Engelson, Eleanor, Hubbard, I I 5, 142
Engstrom, Marlys, Renwick, I 14
Entz, Jeannette, \\\'arerloo, l 24
Erickson, Jean, Swea City, 65, I 22
Erickson, Shirley, Mabel, Minn., I 09, 119
Esmoil, Betty Jane, \Varerloo

F
Fagan, Harriett, Cedar Falls, 108, 127, 159
Fairlie, Val Jeanne, \\\'averly, 63, 64, 82, 83, 130, 165

238

163
Farnsworth, Dori , Primghar, 79

Faust, Frances, Waterloo, 89, 90, 94, I 09, 1 I I
Feely, Byrdella, \\\'arerloo
Fenimore, Lois,
uma, 115, 142
Ferguson, Barbara, Cedar Falls, 30, 64, 96, 108, 111, 125
Finch, Joan, Waterloo
Finger, Laureen, \-Williams
Fink, Dorothy, onrad, 63, 114
Fi cher, Ruth, \\\'ebsrer icy, 127
Fisher, Shirley, Rolfe, 63, 64, 74, I 30
Flai , Maxine, Lone Rock
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Wagner, Joyce, Glidden, 110, 115, 128, 147
Wagoner, Betry Jane, \Xl'atcrloo, 124
Wainwright, Eva, Deep River, 113, 116
Wall, Ruby, abula, I 06, 120, 132
Wallace, Melba, '< eldon, 96, 111
\XI' alls, lsdora, Dysart, 12 6
Weaver, Maydcan, Fairbank, 96, 115, 119, 147
Webbink, Fl rencc, Rolfe, 119, 147
Wedge, Betty, \Xl'inthrop
Weeks, lary atherinc, Hampton, 120
Wegand, Mary Lou, Greene, 107, 147
\Xl'cirup, Naomi, Maquoketa, I 50
Weiss, Leona, 'I aterloo, 63, 64, 88, 97, 140
Welch, Phylli , Marathon, I I 6, 132
Wells, Loi, Marathon, 110, 115, 119, 123,129,148

trcittmattcr, Jrcne, Indcpcndcnce
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Uban, Mary, Waterloo, l 30
Unger, Goldia, orwith, 150

\Xl'encland, Jane, Cedar Falls, 31, 83, 96, 131, 133
Wenzel, Dolores, Lester, 119, 150
'< erner, harlene, Letts, I 08
\Xl'esscl, Jean, 1 cw Hartford, I I 2, 140
We t, usan, ·~ accrloo
'I esterbcrg, Virginia,

allender, 115, 120, 148
Wheeler, Donna, ~ aterloo, 123
\Vhite, Doris, Marshalltown, 106, 113, 120, 128
\Xl'hitc,
or man
\Xl'hiclow, athryn, Armstrong, 114, 197
'< hirney, H»cl, Adel
\Xl'ickersheim, Irene, M regor, 114
\Xl'ickham, Jlclene, Mar halltown, 64, 81, 102, 104, 126, 197
Wilson, Barbara, herokee
\Xl'il on, Doris, harles ity
'I ilcy, Josephine, We t Uni n
Winter, Dorothy, Cedar Fall, 121, 122

Winter, Mary, Jv1ason

ity, 112

Wirkler, Helen, Garnavillo, 90, 94, I 09
Wittren, Robert, Cedar falls
Wood, ancy, ioux City, 63, 64, 130
Woodruff, Marilyn, cw Hampton, 126
Woolsey, Lucille, Waterloo
Woolverton, Charlene, Cedar Falls
Wright, Jeanne, Ironwood, Mich., 112, 128
\l:rurtzcl, Marjorie, Dysart, 107, 148
Wyatt, Marjorie,
dar Falls

y
York, Ella Mac, Cedar Falls, 119
Yust, harloue, Batson, Texas
Yusta, Alvin, Hudson

z
Zack, Vivian, Moson City, 126
Zimmerman, Alene, cdar Falls, IO 5
Zirnrncrman, J lclcn, Waterloo, 123
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